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Abstract 

The case study examines the process o f  change undergone by the 
McGill fnstitute for Learning in Retirement (McGiil ILR),  a 
volunteer-led organization. ILRs have ernerged across North 
America in the past 15 yean and their success is attributed to the 
congenial participatory learning environment and the fact that 
members volunteer t o  administer t h e  program activities in 
collaboration with a host university. 

Four years after it was founded, leaders sençed the need to  evaluate 
McGill ILR's strengths and weaknesses. Under the aegis of  McGill 
Centre for Continuing Education, a Planning Cornmittee designed and 
implemented a n  organizational self-assessrnent t o  provide 
recomrnendations for change and ensure sustainability. 

The study revealed: (a) that this community of older adults taught 
themselves how t o  respond to  change effectively and (b) that the 
overarching characteristics of an ILR, together with a spirit of  
dialogue, provided an organizational structure which helped 
volunteers absorb change. 
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Cette étude de cas analyse le processus de changement survenu au 
sein d'un organisme de bénévoles, l'Institut d'études à la retraite de 
McGill (IERM). Les instituts d'études à la retraite ont essaimé dans 
toute l'Amérique du Nord au cours des 15 dernières années; leur 

- succès est attribuable au cadre d'apprentissage convivial qu'ils 
offrent e t  au fait que les membres administrent bénévolement les 
activités au programme, en collaboration avec l'université hôte. 

Quatre ans après la fondation de ['organisme, les dirigeants ont 
éprouvé le besoin d'en évaluer les atouts e t  les faiblesses. Sous 
l'égide du Centre d'éducation permanente de l'université McGill, un 
comité de planification a conçu e t  mis en oeuvre une auto- 
évaluation organisationnelle pour proposer des changements e t  
assurer la viabilité de l'organisme. 

L'étude démontre que: a) ce groupe de personnes âgées s'est de lui- 
même fort bien adapté au changement; b) les caractéristiques 
intrinsèques de I'IER e t  l'esprit de dialogue ont fourni le cadre 
organisationnel qui a permis cette adaptation. 
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Chapter One 

Introduction: Volunteers, Organizations and Change 

1.1 Rationale 

There have been dramatic increases in the nurnber of older - 
people who volunteer-- from 1 1 per cent in 1 9 65 t o  more than 40 

per cent in 1990 (Fischer & Banister Schaffer, 1993). Stili, the 

importance of volunteering is often under-recognized and under- 

valued in our çociety. Organizational life has lost touch with the 

role volunteers play in the community life we al1 enjoy and 

voiunteer-run programs often suffer from the 'benign neglectn of 

managers and executive boards as they focus on profit-generating 

activities (Graff, 1993). Nonetheless, community organizations that 

rely upon volunteers continue to  grow t o  satisfy the needs of 

specific populations. 

Demographics indicate our population is aging rapidly. A t  t h e  
same time, social and technological changes are occurring rapidly. 

In the United States projections are that there will be 35.3 million 

people over 65 in 2000 and over 70 million in 2030 (Young, 199617). 

Volunteer non-profit organizations do not have the human nor 

financial resources t o  study the effects of these changes- their 

unpaid or underpaid workers are busy enough maintaining everyday 

activities without increasing the workload with a research project. 

For good reason, leaders of these organizations are cautious 

about introducing change. First, there is the question of whether the 



volunteers are capable and available to complete the project. 

Second, organizations need access t o  additional resources to 

implernent change without overtaxing voiunteer goodwill. The 

rationale for this study cornes from the recognition of a need to 

better understand change in volunteer cultures. 

- 
My experience in the administration of  small volunteer 

organizations began when I was director of programming for the 

Festival international de films e t  vidéos de femmes from 1984- 

1989. Managing an arts organization run by women who were 

underpaid taught me that surviva! meant balancing collective 

feminist values with insecure funding. Our struggles t o  be self- 

sustaining consumed most of our time and energy. 

I was struck by the commonalities between an arts 

organization and an institute for learning in retirement. Both 

organizat ions offered popular adult education programs; both 

provided a milieu for people to  corne together ta discuss social, 

political and cultural issues; both were non-profit; both were self- 

governing and beiieved in a non-hierarchical collective form o f  

management. The major difference was that the McGill ILR was 

self-financing through mernbership fees-- something the women's 

film festival had never been able t o  achieve; it relied heavily on 

government subsidies. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

This study addresses severaf problerns that concern volunteer 



organizations. First, volunteer organizations are valuable 

components o f  our society, yet their governance and their 

strategies for survival are not widely known. There is a need to  

know more about the behaviour and activities of volunteer 

organizations and how they respond to change. Second, as volunteer 

organizations grow, they increase capacity incrementally. Yet if - 
growth happens too quickly and the organization overextends its 

capacity, crucial probiems arise. Third, these circumstances 

demand frequent consultations between volunteer-members and 

volunteer-leaders to  determine the best procedures. However, 

communication is challenging as volunteers only attend part-time. 

Volunteers who are leaders need practical tools t o  communicate 

change to other volunteers. 

Too frequent changes in organizational operations and 

leadership affect volunteers' attitudes and commitments (Fisher & 

Cole, 1993) and rupture their faith in the organization's continuity. 

If interna1 politics are perceived as shaky and external politics are 

in upheaval, the cornbined effect is one of volunteer unceitainty and 

lack of faith (Pearce,1993). Volunteers are often resistant to  

interventions from professionals and do not like to becorne invoived 

in bureaucratic management procedures which compare their work 

alongside paid staff (Fischer, L., 1993; Fisher & Cole, 1 993). They 

prefer informal working environments. 

There are no salaries and hence no detailed records are kept of 

hours worked. Most volunteer organizations do not allocate 

equivalent monetary value for volunteer time in their budgets 



(Schlindler-Rainrnan, 1 980). The atmosphere is therefore different 

from organizations where job distinctions and salaries create a 

hierarchical structure. In the case studies conducted by Pearce 

(1 993) these quasi egalitarian workplaces created uncertainty in 

various areas of responsibility: 

Dspite the attructiveness of these egalitarian workplace stuuctures. 

they occasionally conbr'buted to uncertcrinty in organizationul responsibility 

in several sampled organka hbns. This can iead to the 'chdotic' character . 

of many organizations m a r e  stnfed and nrn by volunteers (Peurce. 

p. lO/7 1). 

A volunteer organization t ha t  decides t o  evaluate i t s  

operations must ensure the process does not overburden its 

volunteers' time and efforts. The McGill lnstitute for Learning in 

Retirement is an example of a volunteer-led organization t h a t  

initiated a self-assessrnent project to discover the strengths and 

weaknesses of its program. 

1.3 Pur~ose of the Studv and Prelirninarv Research 

Questions 

The purpose of the study is to  describe and analyze the two- 

year change process that took place within this small volunteer 

organization. I wanted t o  discover whether the spirit of dialogue 

was present in a volunteer organization founded on peer teaching 

and learning, and if it was, did it smooth the process of change and 

increase the organization's chances for survival. The purpose of the 

study and the questions that guided the study are shown in Table 1. 



Case study is the preferred research strategy to  study 

contemporary phenomenon (Yin, 1994). Change is elusive and i had 

difficulty forrnulating my research questions into explanatory 

questions. Such questions are helpful t o  explain "operational links 

needing to be traced over timew (Mn, p.6) and a 'set of events over 

which the investigator has no control" (Yin, p.9). 

The overarching study question was: How does a volunteer 

organization teach itself to  survive? To respond to this question, I 

needed to look a t  how volunteers responded to change and how 

volunteers managed change. 

To describe und andyze a RQI How do volunteerç respond to an apparent 

change p r o c e s  within a need for change? 

s m d  volunteef RQ2 How does a voiunteer-led organizcrüon manage 
. . 

*W-- change? 

To diçcover the spi13 of dialogue. RQ3 Is the spirit of dialogue present in the change 

pmcess? 

To provide a document for McGiii RQ4 Which r e ~ e ~ ~ ~ c h  sfxaiegy is appropriate? 

ILR and other volunteer organizcrtions. 

A t  the outset of this study, I assumed that organizations, like 

individuals, continue learning and that people who are aware of this 



f i c t  are more accepting of change. My questions attempted tu 
respond to the uncertainty I heard some rnemben express about the 

value of self-assessrnent. 

1.4 Key Terrninoloav and Definitions 

This study uses terminology- and acronyms which have become 

familiar in the context of ILRs. The terms are defined in Table 2. 

Table 2 

CCE 

Host University 

Member 

Peer leaming 

M a  Cenh for Continuhg EduCCLtion, the sponsoring 

host of McGill ILR. 
Member of McGili ïLR Council, its goveming body. 

A p r 5  for encouraghg openadeci discussion that 
crttempts to Oee participants from firced perceptions. 

The sponsoring University which provides ILI? voiunteers 
with professional guidance and access to University 

senrices. 

Institute for Leamhg in Reüremeni - A not for profit 
educational organizcrtion run by older volunteers who design 

and adminiser the& own program of mteiiectucrl and &ai 
activites m wiiakmration with a hcst UnLVersity. 
A person becornes an active member of McGill ILR when 
s/he r e g i s t e ~  for a M y  group. 
An organküon led and run by fts members on a voluntq 
bcnls. 

An E R  member who prepcnes an outline then facilitates or 
guides the discussion in a dudy group. 
Signifies self-directeci learning in groups among older 
adults using presentation and discussion. -out exprts 

or lectures. 



SIP Seniors hdqmndenœ Progrcnn, a program of Hscirlth Canada 

which offered fun& to eduCSRiOnd organizations. 
Std Workexs hired and paid by the unive- who help m e r  

the ILR as distinct frorn volunteers. 

Study group A d&cu&on gmup that p r a c k s  peer -; 7 to 20 
pcuticipants me3t once a week over a IO-week period 

Volunteer LR -rs who take on the responsibïiitis of m e m e n t  
and leadership without pay. 

Volunteer-led organizcction A nat for profif: orgcmizdbn mn and led by its mexnbes on a 
voIuntcny bask; mat is, without sakny. 

1 -5 The Oraanizational Context 

institutes for learning in retirement (ILRs) are not traditional 

student communities although they are situated on the campuses of 

North Alne,;ican colleges and universities. The f irst ILR was 

established by a group of retired school teachers who were 

dissatisfied with programs their union offered for retirees. In 

1976, a national confereoce helped t o  promote the expansion of the 

ILR concept (Young, 1 996/7). 

The establishment o f  Institutes founded to  promote peer 

teaching and participatory learning among seniors was unique 

within university milieux where teachers are differentiated from 

students. Aithough most institutions for higher education recognize 

that older adults are self-directed learners (Merriam, 1993), they 

continue t o  confine their course offerings t o  conventional 



teacher/student relationships. The ILR rnodel offers an alternative 

t o  seniors who want t o  continue learning. 

This surge of interest by older adults who wished t o  continue 

learning at their leisure and for pleasure has grown to  such a 

dimension that it is known internarionaliy as the learning-in- - 
retirement movement. As specialized learning organizations for 

seniors, ILRs refute stereotypes about aging: members are expected 

to  take an active role in the ILRYs various activities whether they 

participate in a study group, moderate a study group, serve on a 

committee or assist in the office. Each organization of seniors 

creates its own lnstitute to  suit the intellectual and social needs 

of its community. lLRs are eçtablished in collaboration with a host 

university and provide volunteers with professional expertise and 

administrative services. 

Historv of McGiII lnst i tute for Learnina in 

Ret i rement  

In 1984, a few seniors discovered fertile ground to  instigate 

change a t  McGill University. Older adult students from the Centre 

for Continuing Education (CCE) wanted something more than evening 

lecture courses and they were encouraged t o  explore ways of 

providing Montreal's seniors community with better access t o  

university resources by the Administrative Director of the Centre 

(Fochs Heller. Barry-Gaboury & Clark, 1 990). The Centre designated 

an advisory committee and a trial Studies for Seniors program took 



place. It was discontinued due to low registration; but the idea did 

not die. 

Two years later a new Dean of Continuing Education together 

with the Administrative Director renewed the Centre's commitment 

t o  seniors7 education. - A work group was formed to  prepare a 

proposal for affordable day-time courses t o  meet the needs of 

older adults. The group looked a t  existing seniors' programs a t  the 

universities of British Columbia, Harvard and California a t  Los 

Angeles with two ideas in mind: to restrict the use of academic 

'experts" and to stress t h e  peer aspect of learning. Using these 

criteria, t h e  group unanimously recommended that McGill adopt t h e  
model developed by Harvard Institute for Learning in Retirement 

which stressed cooperative leadership and rnernber involvement 

(Fochs Heller e t  al., 1 990). 

It is usually a formidable process to get new programs 

approved within a university; nevertheless, the proposal for a 

seniors' learning organization under the urnbrella of the Centre for 

Continuing Education rnoved quickiy through university bureaucracy. 

In May 1989 the Senate Cornmittee on Continuing Education approved 

in principle the concept of the proposed 'society" to provide non- 

credit learning experiences and requested the title be changed to 

"institute." This was subject to  a confirmation of interest frorn the 

seniors community. 

Changing the  name from "society" to  'institute" conferred 

legitimacy and status upon the young organization in the eyes of its 

founding memben. As an independent program under the aegis of the 
9 



Centre, the By-laws state that McGiII ILR would "offer, adrninister 

and conduct learning experiences for i ts members." I t  would be 

self-financing and collect membership dues; nevertheless, the 

university reserved the right tu administer MlLR funds through a 

Centre account. This financial arrangement is typical of rnany ILRs. 

- 

A Founding Workshop was held t o  stimulate interest and to  

recruit rnembers. The head of the work group invited seniors t o  

"enter into a dialogue about peer learning." Volunteers with the 

requisite skills came forward t o  take charge o f  curriculum, 

communications, finance and registration. At  a brainstorming 

session, members developed a study group program by matching 

moderators with study topics. There were no officers and no titles 

a t  the beginning-- everyone did whatever work was necessary t o  

get the organization started. 

The program was mailed out  and the response was 

enthusiastic- 197 rnembers registered for seventeen study groups. 

The numbers exceeded expectationç and after final approval from 

McGill, members of the work group assumed leadership o f  the 

Institute. One of them agreed to serve as president: 

'We soon found our recommendution crccepted. the 

organization formed. our cornmittee, a e  first ~ O U M C ~ I  

and 9 the founding president.. 

The lnstitute began its first term in the Fall of 1989 with a $40 

membership fee (raised t o  $51 in 1993 and $55 in 1995) that 

entitied members to  register for one study group and a second if 

space permitted. 

10 



Four yean after starting up, MlLR moved into its own prernises 

in an office tower off campus. The move significantly increased 

rnembers' sense of ownership: from classroorns scattered 

throughout the campus, the lnstitute became centralized into one 

location with an office and reception, three classrooms, a lounge 

and a kitchen. Access was much easier on Sherbrooke Street in 

contrast to  the difficult climb some members faced to various 

McGill buildings, especially in winter. 

The founding of the program and the move into a 'home' were 

significant events for rnembers that confirmed combined volunteer 

skills could imagine and realise projects. Both events enhanced 

members' enthusiasm and pride of accomplishment in their 

organization and helped to consolidate McGill ILR's peer learning 

culture. 

The Institute experienced steady growth since its founding in 

1989 and close t o  6000 seniors have registered for study groups. 

Active membership grew steadily and reached a plateau in the fall 

of 1994 (shown in Table 3); this occurred about midpoint through 

the evaiuation project. 

Whether or not further growth would threaten the Institute's 

survival was becoming an urgent question. 



Table 3 

1 S . 2  Backaround t o  the Evaluation Proiect 

The evaluation project happened because there were 

government funds available for seniors' educational programs a t  

that time. Two women championed the idea that McGill ILR would 

benefit by studying its successes and failures. The current Chair of  

the Curriculum Cornmittee (who later became the Chair of the 

Planning Cornmittee) and the Administrative Director of the Centre 

for Continuing Education (CCE) approached the Faculty of Education 

for advice. Together they realized that an overall evaluation of the 

lnstitute would provide insigtits into a key issue that was already 

arising: that the organization's growth and increasing complexity 

would tax the enthusiasm and cornmitment of core volunteers wha 

had sustained the lnstitute since it was founded (Clark, F. 1990). 

12 



In the early 1990s faced with declining enrolrnent and 

government budget cuts, McGill University began t o  take steps to  

reduce its overhead. This ciimate of fiscal constraint made sorne 
leaders think it was time for McGill ILR t o  increase i ts  possibilities 

of  becorning self-sustainable and to plan for succeeding generations. 

With the help of McGill's Department of Administration and Policy - 
Studies in Education (APSE), MlLR filed an application for a grant 

with Health Canada's Seniors Independence Program (SIP) t o  finance 

a self-assessrnent project that would help the organization identiw 

the strengths and weaknesses associated with the program and the 

management structure. 

It was approved as a self-evaluation project with the 

stipulation that Institute members be in charge of managing it. A 

grant for $1 11,000 was awarded jointly to the three partnen: 

McGill ILR, CCE and APSE. The governrnent g a n t  permitted the 

Institute t o  convene a SIP Planning Committee in the fall of 1993 to 

develop and implement the self-evaluation process. 

I was introduced to  McGill ILR at the moment it embarked upon 

the eighteen-month evaluation project. 1 was engaged t o  review the 

literature on seniors' learning programs and volunteer organizations 

which I presented t o  the Planning Committee. I found that 

researchers had barely looked at organizations run by older adult 

volunteers (Okun, 1982; Mills, 1993; Moskow-McKenzie & Manheimer, 

1993a). The lack of research surprised me because of the dramatic 

growth in the number of  programs devoted t o  seniors' learning 

(Fischer, Blazey & Lipman, 1993; Moskow-McKenzie & Manheimer, 



1993b; Swedburg, 1993). 

Professionals frorn APSE presented volunteers with a 

framework for preparing the terms of reference for the evaluation. 

The cornmittee rnembers revamped it substantially t o  suit their 

needs and prepared their own Terms of Reference for an - 
Organizational Evaluation. The steps of the evaluation process were 

docurnented in the MlLR Guidebook for Self-Assessrnent (Lusthaus, 

Browne, Clark & Fochs Heller, 1995). The guidebook provided a 

useful text that was widely distributed t o  other ILRs and seniors' 

organizations. The evaluation process was standardized for 

replicability, yet t h e  complexities of administering an evaluation to 

volunteers are illustrated in this extract from the text written by a 

poetic SIP Cornmittee mernber. 

-jbrstclrters, we didn'tpraceed in so hierarchical a way.. and most of 

what'S desuibed in sechm 7 was aciually done by the cornmittee ... we 

had valuable input-.. and we heard a good deal about the importance 

of developing fhe right questions- a wise piece of ad~ice.~(p.lZ) 

1.6 Sionificance of the Studv 

As of April 1997, 214 ILRs subscribed t o  the Elderhostel 

lnstitute Network in North America with approximately 47,000 

opsimaths; that is, members devoted to the practice of learning late 

in life. There were 54 affiliate institutes in development status. 

The significance of this study is aimed a t  increasing three levels of  

understanding: (a) McGill ILR; (b) Institutes for Learning in 

Retirernent and (c) change in a volunteer organization. 

14 



This study is imrnediately relevant t o  McGill ILR as well as to 

an ILR audience; it also has information for colleges and 

universities that are hosting, or who are considering designing, 

intellectual activities for older adults. In Swedburg's (1 993) survey 

of 370 Canadian colleges, universities and community centres-- 

including rnuseums, religious training - centres and historical 

societies- 120 had prograrns specially designed for seniors. In 

Moçkow;McKenzie and Manheimer's (1 993a) study of 430 seniors' 

organizations in the United States, 137 were ILRs. In addition, they 

estimated there were approximately 1 200 community colleges and 

12,000 multipurpose educational programs across the United 

States. 

The study also has something t o  Say to  groups who stmggle to 

perfect various forms of collective governance. 



Chapter Two 

Themes in the Literature 

2.1 In t roduc t ion  

- 
Volunteer organizations are a particular type o f  organization 

t o  study. I found information on volunteer organizations in the 

literature on organizational behaviour, volunteerisrn and volunteer 

administration. The large body of Iiterature on organizational 

learning and change is written for the profit sector and though 

relevant does not speak t o  the particular circurnstances of voiunteer 

organizations. The literature on dialogue is interdisciplinary and 

cornes from such disparate areas as the arts, religion and 

management. 

The intention o f  this chapter is to use themes t o  explain the 

nature of volunteers and the organizations they serve, t o  explore the 

concept of dialogue and t o  introduce the phenornenon o f  leaming in 

retirement. Themes are useful for understanding why older 

volunteers engage in self-directed learning activities and how they 

respond t o  organizational change. This review privileges literature 

with a theoretical component, the idea being that  critical 

perspectives are important t o  give a conceptual ovewiew. Several 

concepts merge under the term institutes for learning in retirement 

and are discussed in this chapter under: volunteerism, volunteer 

organizations, organizational learning and change, dialogue and 

learning in retirement. 



2.2 Volunteerism: The Nature of Volunteers 

The Iiterature on volunteers gives some valuable insights into 

the complexities of the older volunteer personality. This section 

explains why - people volunteer and what volunteers have corne to 

expect from organizations. 

The Journal of Volunteer Administration makes a distinction 

between 'voiunteerismw and 'voluntarism" and offers the following 

working definitions for journal submissions: Volunteerism is 

'anything related t o  volunteers, volunteer programs or volunteer 

management regardless of funding base" and voluntarism is 

'anything voluntary in society, including religion; basically, 

voluntary agencies (with volu.nteer boards and private funding) 

which do not always involve volunteers" (Fischer, 1993). 

2.2.1 Volunteer Motives 

The Schlindler-Rainman (1 980) study found that retired people 

made up the largest cornponent of volunteers, next to teenagers and 

housewives, and that their primary reason for volunteering was t o  

continue using their skills to  benefit others. Nonetheless, little is 

known about why and how people volunteer for organizations 

(Pearce, 1 993). Generally, the underlying motives are complex 

personal reasons. Abdennur (1 987) and Fischer & Banister Schaffer 

(1 993) identified an 'altruistic older volunteer personalityw that is 



suited t o  and satisfied with the voiunteer role. Abdennur found 

definitions inconsistent and often contradictory, nevertheless he 

tentatively attempted a generalization: 

Wunteers generally appear tu be well sociulized imtividuals who view 

themseives as sensime to ooier people ... they appear to be consewative 

in their sochi and political vie M... flexible in their aOWcles, tending t~ be 

tolerant of o t h e ~ '  viavs-.theiiattiiudes appeur to be influenced by the 
values they are exposed to in their volun teer work ..Meir idedogical 
p i t ions  seem to be neithef sbûng ~o?Yiearly thought out'i7.41) 

The researchers mention the "altruism debate" which 

controversially suggests that  volunteer motives may be more 

selfish than would be suggested in self-report surveys. I also found 

the following comments t o  be consistent among researchers 

(Schlindler-Rainrnan, 1992; Pearce, 1993, Fischer & Banister 

Schaffer, 1 993): Older adults are attracted to  volunteer for 

organizations that provide opportunities for learning, personal 

growth and socialization. They volunteer for a particular opportunity 

or a cause and do not volunteer in any abstract sense. Older 

volunteers more willingly offer their services to  organizations 

which are prestigious and visible in the community, which are well- 

funded and wkere members are well-educated. These characten'stia 

have generated a circular effect: high status organizations attract 

high status voiunteers. 

Although the benefits of volunteer work may not be as 

concrete as paid work, individuals enjoy the opportunity to learn 

about the culture of  a particular organization. This motive, while 



prompted by self-interest, positively influences the individual's 

cornmitment and ultimate contribution to  the organization (Pearce, 

1993). 

2.2.2 Volunteer Ex~ectat ions 

A study of 800 volunteer organizations found that people 

joined organizations 'to do" rather than "to leam"; nevertheless the 

doing required learning activity. The activities named were: 

apprenticeship learning, learning from experience and learning 

through social interaction. The study concluded that volunteer 

organizational activity of al1 kinds is a vehicle for the personal 

development of members (Percy and Others, 1988). 

Another study found that although volunteerisrn offered 

opportunities for personal growth, the work performed must also be 

rneaningful. Retired people counteract the alienating effects and 

isolation experienced in mass urban society by volunteering, 

nevertheless they want t o  maintain their independence in the 

workplace. Volunteers do not integrate into the organizational 

systern like paid employees, preferring t o  f o m  social bonds with 

each other (Pearce, 1993). The study also found that volunteer 

interaction with their peers was more meaningful to  them than their 

cornmitment to  the organization. 

Older people feel they are effective and not wasting time when 

their volunteer tasks are perceived to have some value within the 



organization. They want to be creative in a clearly defined job and 

avoid problems of authority. Volunteers expect the organization to  

provide guidance and reinforcement so that their contributions 

become practical and meaningful (MacLeod, 1991). One problem is 

that volunteers often perceive their usefulness differently from the 

organization and they perceive they offer more dedication, sincerity 

and a more personal touch than salaried staff. 

The frustration most volunteers experience is not being 

adequately recognized by their organization. Half of  the 

organizations in Schlindler-Rainman's (1 980) survey simply spoke 

t o  each volunteer about having done a good job; more than ten per 

cent did or said nothing. Small percentiles presented medals or 

certificates, or honsured volunteers a t  social gatherings or 

rewarded them by promotions t o  increased levels of responsibility. 

Most unpaid workers considered these insubstantial gestures 

alienating and named better ways for an organization t o  show 

appreciation: assess volunteer time in budget tenns; provide clear- 

cut job descriptions and time record systems and organize training 

opportunities t o  improve skills. 

A survey of a women's volunteer organization examined five 

factors of  voluntary participation: cornmunity involvement, 

organizational efficiency and flexibility, sociability and affiliation, 

leadership and self-development and status attainment and 

maintenance (Bonjean, Markham & Macken, 1994). The findings 

suggest organizational success is influenced by 

and behaviours and the "fitw between member 

volunteer attitudes 

predispositions and 



organizational rewards. 

Volunteer Orsanizations 

This section looks from the organization's perspective to - 
explain what is expected from volunteers. Although the study of 

organizations has increaçed *significantly during the past twenty 

years with a proliferation o f  literature on organizational 

management, much of the focus is on profit-generating corporations 

where revenues determine profitability and sustainability (Argyris 

& Schon, 1978; Isaacs, 1993; Senge, 1990; Watkins & Marsick, 

1993). Pearce's extensive empirical study of unpaid workers in 

"forma! organizations"; that is, hospitals and universities, offers 

insights into vofunteer behaviour, even though he does not include 

organizations with volunteers who are 'owners or members of 

cooperativesn (p.7). 

Community organizations realize that vofunteers are an 

indispensable human resource and that the mutual benefïts are 

enormous. Each satisfies the other's needs: the worker provides 

unpaid assistance and the organization, in turn, provides an activity 

for personal development. Problems arise when these expectations 

are not adequately fulfilled (Pearce, 1 99 3). 

The main reason organizations engage volunteers is that they 

bring new ideas, enthusiasm and particular skills; only five per cent 

cited low cost as a factor (Schlindler-Rahman, 1980). Nonetheless, 



the exchange has certain drawbacks for organizations. Traditional 

altruistic volunteerism which stresses the Judeo-Christian ethic o f  

charity persists within sectors o f  the oider adult population 

(Abdennur,l987). This altruistic tendency t o  avoid conflict 

negatively affected the atmosphere of an organization over the long 

term and the unwillingness o f  volunteers - t o  discuss their 

dissatisfactions openly, or to mediate resolutions, built up intemal 

tension that required special leadership skills to  resolve. 

2.3.1 Manaciernent of Volunteers 

Organizations reported experiencing difficulties recruiting 

volunteers who were competent to fiIl essential jobs. The most 

common, yet limited, method of recruitment was personal referral. 

Yet, less than half the organizations surveyed by Carter (1 975) 

provided volunteers with orientation, training or job descriptions. 

De Board (1978) found that organizations wishing to improve morale 

offered volunteers appropriate positions and allowed opportunities 

for them to becorne actively involved. 

Organizations often placed volunteers in management tasks 

such as financial planning, staffing and supervision without 

adequate training and expected them to learn on the job (Fisher & 

Cole,1993). The organizations felt they were not in a position to 

specify management skills as a condition for engagement. However 

the  practice of giving authority t o  unqualified individuals caused 

interna1 problems and discouraged potential volunteers from 



tackling unfàmiliar jobs they felt unqualified t o  fil!. 

Organizations are not known to  consult the literature on 

volunteerism and are generally unaware that shared values and 

collaboration are important to  volunteers (Fischer and Banister 

Schaffer, 1 993). Nurnerous organizations - had prepared handbooks for 

their volunteers that were not based upon research; nor were 

demographic projections consulted during recruitment. Matching 

tasks t o  individual abilities was not a priority even when 

management knew that matching volunteers to  appropriate positions 

increased their commitment. Organizations were more concerned 

about how t o  hotd volunteers accountable to performing and 

attending consistently. Management tended to  counteract 

unreliability by encouraging volunteers to treat the organization as 

"their club." 

Organizations face several challenges in retaining volunteers, 

especially retired professionals wi th previous management 

experience. Peterson and Orgren (1 982) found: (a) turnover is 

affected by situations and is highiy unpredictable; (b) individuals 

tire of contributing; (c) older persons' mobility is reduced and (d) 

new volunteers need extra time to  be cultivated and supported. To 

meet these challenges, the researchers suggested that organizations 

budget additional funds for paid s ta f f  so as not t o  overburden 

volunteer efforts and enthusiasm- especially during a period of  

planned change. 



Research indicates that  volunteers who ignored formal 

bureaucratie authority generally responded enthusiastically t o  

leaders who embodied strong personal commitments t o  the 

organization. Leaders - who se t  direction and encouraged others to  

share were better able to  accomplish their vision. For this reason, 

visionary leadership within organizations was known to increase 

cornmitment and counteract volunteer independence or indifference 

(Pearce, 1 993). 

Fisher & Cole (1993) cautioned leaders to  be sensitive to the 

perception of volunteer tasks within the organization, to conceive 

appropriate policies and procedures and t o  provide satisfying 

benefits and appropriate recognition. Current leaders had t o  know 

how t o  groom new volunteers for leadership roles within the 

organization and had to be able to initiate them into organizational 

culture if they wished individuais t o  assume more responsibility. 

Organizations which utilized peer teaching and mentoring t o  groom 

leaders also enhanced the quality of their program. 

2-4 Orcianimational Learnina and Chanae 

This section presents some of the major concepts and 

frarneworks that have been used for studying organizational 

leaming and change. Most theorists concur that sustainability is 

achievable for organizations which continue t o  learn. 



The Concise Oxford Dictionary defines change as the 

substitution of one for another; the arrivai at a fresh phase in a 

never-ending process- like the moon in i ts  phases. Change is a 

slippery process t o  study as the degree and speed of change varies 

within the context o f  each organization. An organization rtaffed by 

volunteers - is vulnerable t o  change with i ts turnover of part-tirne 

workers and i ts  shon-term leadership. Without a belief in the 

possibility of studying change and without adequate resources for a 

study of the process, non-profit organizations put at risk the 

achievement of long-term sustainability. The phenornenon of change 

is neither "good" nor %ad"; it is simply inevitable. Change happens 

in different 

unexpectedly. 

rhythms; it rnay be planned or it rnay arrive 

the literature associates leaming with change; that is, 

an organization learns about itself as it adapts t o  change. To be 

capable of leaming, an organization must demonstrate a capacity to 

initiate change a t  different management levels and be willing t o  

examine its own fundamental assumptions (Senge, 1990; Watkins & 

Marsick, 1993). An organization develops a memory that is 

transmitted through ideologies; although workers corne and go and 

leadership changes, values and norms should remain constant 

(Hedberg, 1981 ). 

Argyris and Schon (1 978), assurning that organizations in 

general failed t o  learn, developed questions t o  test whether 

individuals could detect an organizational problem, carry out an 

inquiry and act from their discoveries. To make a change in 



organizational practice individuals had t o  leam to reconceptualize 

the 'maps, images and organizational practices" which had becorne 

sa institutionalized they were unaffected by a leader's departure. 

Argyris and Schon (1 978) found that each step of organizational 

'single-loop" learning was fraught with potential failure. In single- 

bop learning, the response to  change is to  Ydetect errors" and then 

t o  act to  'correct" them. This leads t o  mismatches between 

expectations and outcornes. For udouble-loopw learning t o  occur, an 

organization had tu inquire into cherished noms and çtrategies and 

seek out inconsistencies embedded in the organization's cultural 

memory. 

Argyris and Schon (1 978) discovered that an organization 

learned as it synthesized fragrnented perspectives: as group, as 

agent, as structure, as systern, as culture and as politics. For Fiol 

and Lyles (1985) the health and survival of organizations was 

determined by studying whether (a) i ts culture was conducive t o  

learning, (b) its decision-making çtrategies were flexible and (c) it 

had a decentralized structure that allowed for innovation. For Senge 

(1 990), contextual factors were secondary. He emphasized the 

importance of leaders who could communicate and implement a 

shared vision as a primary condition for suMving change. 

Organizational change cannot function without the involvernent 

of employees in decision-making and information sharing. It is the 

willingness to  involve empioyees in the search for continuous 

improvernent that defines the learning organization (Arkin, 1993) 

and the organization that is attentive t o  the individual worker's 



contribution learns how to incorporate collective solutions. An 

effective method for enhancing group thinking t o  promote positive 

change came out of  Lewin's (1948) method of action research. He 

found: 

O... the proprti-2s of a group. ssuch as i& organizaüon. iib stabiittj. its goah, 

are somethivig different pwn the organization. the stabiiity. and the 

goals of the individual iin it' @. fi) 

Action research, as a fundamental concept for organizational 

learning, is rooted in the belief that people who collect and ana'yze 

data together can take effective action. When people examine facts 

in a specific context i n d ~ d u a l  understanding expands and the group, 

collectively, can see what needs t o  be done (Watkins & Marsick, 

1993). 

The distinction between organizational and individual leaming 

is critical, especiaily for volunteer organizations where individuals 

work independently. An organization is not the sum o f  each 

member's learning, but it is affected by the learning of individuals 

(Fiol & Lyles, 1985). Watkins and Marsick (1993) and Kim (1993) 

found that individual and organizational learning are interdependent. 

To be a learning organization, management had t o  encourage 

information sharing and rnember involvement; that is, a learning 

organization: 

uaccelerates individual leurning capacity but also redefnes organizational 

structure, culture, job desig m. and involves employees in widespread 
partic@ation ... in decision making. dialogue and information sharing 
(Wu tkins & Marsick, 7 9 93, p. xi$ 



Organizations which help workers think in more complex ways 

can increase their own capacity for managing change. For example, 

Dawson's (1 994) extensive study into how change events precipitate 

organizational change provided the frarnework for rny case study. 

The promotion of learning climates in organizations represented a 

possibility that organizations are emerging into a new age where - 

mistakes are tolerated and learning and improvement are highly 

valued (Karpiak & KOPS, 1995). - Watkins and Marsick (1993) 

described technologies for 'learning through action" so that 

individuals saw the parts that made up the organizational system 

and saw how change affected them. Specifically, it is the i n d ~ d u a l  

who changes rigid organizational structures, policies, procedures or 

group culture- bit by bit. For this reason, management must be open 

enough to  listen to  controversial thinking and expect challenges to  

i ts authority. 

Researchers made a six-year study of one organization's 

attempt t o  develop leadership teams capable of irnplementing 

strategy and learning (Beer & Eisenstat, 1996). The teams of 

leaders developed a self-diagnosis process intended t o  irnprove 

capacity to  achieve systemic change and partnership with their 

empioyees. Unexpectedly, the process did not appear to  have 

increased the company's capability for organizational learning. 

For Senge (1 990) organizations require leaders who understood 

group process enough t o  balance the idiosyncratic strengths o f  

individual group members. In this way, leaders could translate their 

personal into a collective vision. Senge's "learning laboratoriesw 



gave managers firsthand experience on how actions created reality 

(Kim, 1993). Dialogue was one method used to help leaders look a t  

reality from fresh angles and turn problems into learning 

opportunities. 

- 
2.5 The Soirit of Dialocrue 

This section describes the interdisciplinary nature of dialogue 

and how the concept of dialogue is interpreted contextually in 

different disciplines. The management literature lauds the trend in 

corporations toward implementing participative problem-solving 

processes, yet  there is still a need to design and assess these 

initiatives through critical open dialogue (Larson, 1 99 1 ). According 

t o  Bohm & Peat (1 987), dialogue signifies openness, a willingness t o  

engage in discussion, the patience to k e n ,  the withholding of 

judgment. The term means a discussion between people or between 

groups of people. Dialogue is derived from the Greek: "dian meaning 

'through" and 'IOQOS~ meaning "the word"; hence: 'meaning through 

words". Webster's Dictionary defines dialogue as: 'interchange and 

discussion of ideas, especially when open and frank, as in seeking 

rnutoal understanding or harmony." 

The educators, Argyris and Schon (1 978), and the physicists, 

Bohm and Peat (1987), used similar language to describe a crisis of 

perception afflicting institutions- specialists cannot talk across 

specialitieç. Another problem, especially in the increasingly profit- 

oriented sector is tha t  time is no longer flexible, it has become a 



constraining force. A cornmon cornplaint in organizations is that 

there is a lack of time for discussion or inquiry. Greene (1990) 

observed a geneial withdrawal from public concerns and silence 

where there ought to  be dialogue. Individuals remain speechless 
without adequate opportunities t o  talk with and listen to  CO- 

workers. Sorne organizational climates are so threatening that 

individuals are inhibited from expressing themselves honestly. For 

whatever reason, people in groups rarely have the opponunity to  

speak their personal truths. 

In their investigations, Bohm and Peat (1 987) found that this 

disregard for open expression was also infecting academic and 

scientific disciplines-- milieux tha t  were suppoçed t o  be open to  

questioning and change. They pointed out that overspecialization had 

fragmented scientists' understanding of the universe to  the point 

that some were unable t o  communicate, even among each other, how 

their work related to questions of çociety and hurnan consciousness. 

Bohm and Peat's concept of dialogue resembled another 

educatar's description of discussion: 

A necessary condition of discussion is that there be no preconceived agenda. 

no cognitive path to be charted, no previously specified objectives eitherfor 

substantive kmwledge to be transmitted or for process features to be 

euhibited. tience guided d&uission k concepttrul nomeme in that 

discussion is ffee and open by defiintion (Bmkfeld. 799 1. p.789). 

Bohm and Peat's ideas stemmed from the group work done by 

psychiatrist de Maré (1985). They believe that dialogue is more than 

getting groups to  talk to  each other, it: 



,may w d  be one of the mosteffec6in6) wuys of invPCt7gcrbng the crisis whith 

faces socie tg... for trunsfirrning culture and freeing it of destructivr 
misinformaûOn, su that creatnnty c m  be h'beruted.' e.240) 

Groups uti l ize the dialogue process when they wish t o  

alleviate misunderstanding, t o  resolve conflict or to  intensify 

social interaction. It k not abstract, nor is it mere discussion nor 

debate- dialogue has codes of behaviour and speech (Appendix E). 

When practised in good faith, dialogue encourages collaboration 

among individuals so that they may discover common solutions t o  

perceived problernç. The dialogue method scrutinizes an 

organization's fundamental beliefs and is especially usefui in 

conceiving new criteria for survival during periods of transition. 

Dialogue is intended to  break down hierarchical preconceived 

relationships. A conventional classroom situation is radical1 y 

changed into a space where the teacher learns and the leamer 

teaches. Dialogue happens when a group gathers t o  communicate 

ideas, information and experiences. Humanist educators who named 

this process discussion found it t o  be at the heaa of adult learning 

methods (Brookfield, 1991). Knowles (1980) honoured group 

discussion as the best way to help people learn rince he entered the 

field in 1935. 

Both liberal humanists and radical adult educators maintain 

that discussion groups serve to  develop criticai judgment and foster 

democratic habits. They are inclusionary; they respect everyone's 

participation and they place teachers and learners on an equal 

footing. In dialogue, leamers' intuitive and emotional reactions are 
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stimulated and attitudes are changed through problem solving and 

concept exploration (Shor & Friere, 1987; Knowies, 1980; Vela, 

1994,1995). 

In the  literature on organizational change, I discovered that 

lsaacs (1993) surmised dialogue to  be a reflective process and had - 
employed it t o  assist employees and managers t o  learn new 

concepts. Isaacs found that  his method of 'triple-loop" learning 

allowed workers t o  feel cornfortable questioning how they learned 

in fixed patterns and that they were able to  open up levels of inquiry 

that pemitted deeper insights into problems. Although the process 

seemed risky t o  employees and managers a t  the outset, the overall 

experience was that the dialogue process had a transformative 

effect. Isaacs' theory on the evolution of dialogue is further 

described in Chapter Five. 

The process of change is ineffective if individuals feel that 

the dialogue has been controlled or that the outcome has been 

prerneditated- - group leaders must not control the direction a 

dialogue takes as there is no right track (Bohrn and Peat, 1987). 

Isaacs' study found that dialogue goes nowhere if inquiry is cut off  

or if people hold onto fixed positions. Organizations which are able 

t o  hold diverse points of  view in suspension foster the spirit o f  

dialogue. 



The theme of learning in retirement explains why members of - 

the older adult population are returning to  univerçities and coileges 

in their retirernent years asd why they volunteer to  run their own 

- leaming prograrns. Since the earfy eighties, there was a substantial 

increase in the demand for college and university programs serving 

the older population. Though the nurnbers of older adults has risen 

dramatically, their educational level has not  kept Pace-- older 

people with less fomal education are not inclined t o  participate in 

further learning (Waskell, 1982). 

The willingness t o  participate in new learning activities is 

correlated to  an individual's level o f  education and socio-economic 

background (Peterson and OrgrenJ982). Yet as we age, a major 

obstacle we experience in a culture obsessed by youth is t o  

overcome the prevalent attitude that the retirernent years are a 

tirne of decreased productivity and increased dependency. Studying 

change in adulthood has moved from the simple view of "ages and 

stagesn so that researchers are now looking a t  how issues of 

gender, politics and authority and social milieu influence individual 

change (Tennant & Pogson, 1 995). 

To assume that the characteristic environment of seniors is 

void of inteilectual stimulation is to  construct a self-fulfilling 

prophecy. Agruso (1 978) contradicted assurnptions made by 

educational gerontologists who regarded older adult learning as a 

complicated set of behavioural and/or cognitive conditions. He 



found older adults have the capacity to  leam new concepts well into 

their 60s and 70s and that the desire for intellectual pursuits is 

determined more by cultural, economic and social conditions than 

biological aging. To learn new things and to  benefit from new 

experiences, especially when the learning environment is welcoming 

is not determined by age alone. Seniors, like other adults, learn best 

when they can contribute t o  group activities and have some control 

over what they learn (Brockett & Hiemstra, 1991; Merriam & 

Caffirella, 1991) such as taking on a project and developing it in a 

way that is relevant to  their own experience and interests (Agruso, 

1 978; Clark, D. 1 995). 

Agruso (1 978) found that seniors were not participating in 

educational prograrns designed by institutions for higher learning 

because their needs were not being met. About the time o f  Agruso's 

studies, retired adults began to  volunteer their expertise and energy 

t o  create their  own learning programs within colleges and 

universities, which later became known as institutes for learning in 

retirement. Peterson and Orgren (1 982) found that senior adults, 

particularly after retirement from a full-time occupation, joined 

groups t o  reestablish contact with their peerç t o  offset a sense of 

isolation. A peer learning group has the advantage of providing a 

supportive atmosphere to  reflect upon ideas before trying them out 

in other, perhaps less receptive settings. By building social support, 

camaraderie and a spirit of community, groups provided an informai 

network that enhanced each member's identity. Groups served t o  

build relationships that respected diverse perspectives and when 

members enjoyed themselves, the team spirit affirmed stronger 



peer bonds. 

From the data collected during McGill ILR's self-assessment 

project, it was concluded that the peer learning model was popular 

because it offered seniors an effective and beneficial educational 

experience. Though the nature of the learning varied according to  the - 

participation levels of the study group members and the teaching 

styles of the moderators, the rewards can be simply expressed: the 

more one participates, the more one learns (Clark, Fochs Heller, 

Rafman & Walker, in press). The fact that ILRs favour the peer 

learning model demonstrates seniors desire t o  set their own 

direction beyond the traditional classroom toward continuous 

learning (Clark, Rafman & Walker, 1997). 

Since the mid-1900s adult cornrnunity colleges have responded 

t o  increased demands for adult learning in traditional ways with 

alumni colleges (Mills, 1993). Nevertheless there was a dramatic 

increase in the number of programs in the 1980s. Two surveys 

documented the increased dernand for older adult learning courses. 

The Canadian survey by Swedburg (1 993) found: 13% responded that 

older adults are involved in the administration of  the program, 25% 

in the design and 28% in the teaching; about one third reported that  

volunteers were active in the operation of their program; and only 

six programs were 'member-driven'. In the United States, the 

Moskow-McKenzie and Manheimer (1 993a) survey found that almost 

one third of the programs were rnanaged by peer volunteers and self- 

financed through membership fees. 



Studies of participants in Elderhostel programs found they 

were motivated by a deçire to  continue learning and to  rnake sense 

out of older age (Rice, 1986; Wolf, 1990). Elderhostel, which is a 

different concept of  retirement learning, offers specialized site- 

specific short-term residential programs in affiliation with 

university carnpuses (Mills, 1993). The hostel program - has 

witnessed astonishing growth, a rate of 20 to 30 per cent per year. 

Contrary to  ILRç, local- programming is managed by a centralized 

national headquarters in Boston. 

In the late 1970s and early 1980s centres for seniors' learning 

developed independently as grass-roots organizations a t  the New 

School for Retired Profeçsionals in New York, a t  Harvard and a t  

U.C.L.A. (Elderhostel lnstitute Network, 1990). Some were inspired 

by les Universités du Troisième Age initiated in France and by the 

sixty-year tradition of study circles in Sweden (Study Circles 

Resource Center, 1 993). ln 1987, Elderhostel saw an opportunity t o  

develop ILRs and took on a central role. The Elderhostel lnstitute 

Network (EIN) was established t o  coordinate ILR activities and 
facilitate new development and a Canadian EIN office was set up in 

Kingston, Ontario. 

One argument for the popularity of seniors' learning programs 

is that they build stronger peer bonds and satisQ older adults' need 

for intellectual stimulation and social interaction. The success of 

ILRs is attributed t o  the mutually beneficial collaboration and the 

degree of trust established between the educational institution and 

the older "student" (Fischer, R. 8. e t  al., 1992). ILRs provide 



uintellectually restless seniors" with an opportunity t o  determine 

their own learning programs. An ILR's distinguishing characteristics 

are: they are mernber-led in collaboration with the host university; 

they are primarily funded through membership fees and they are 

dependent upon volunteer workers (Elderhostel lnstitute Network, 

1990). - 

ILRs have changed the retirement years to reflective years 

that support lifelong learning. The 'third age' (Fischer, R. B. et al., 

1992), a term more widely used in Europe and Asia, denotes the time 

of  life after an individual has fulfilled her or his full-time 

professional and/or domestic responsibilities. It begins after 50 

years of age and is recognized in most cultures as a time of wisdom. 

The following quote describes how attitudes to  'learning in 

elderhood" have changed: 

mere are surprising changes iu the prese~t cohort of eldedg pople 

t o m  those tbmtpreceded them. OH the whole. they are notpoor: 
the percentuge of alose over the age of 65 who (Ne belaw the offial 

poverty line has dmpped from 30 to !O. More of todays retirees have 

already aperienced con tinuing education. iikely in support of aleir jo bs. 

Avld a growivlg proportion of them have travelied, und enjoyed a rmge 

of cultural evenb. The influence of alese changes finds them lwking back 

at and revisi~g what e&ication, work. and leisure have meant to them. 
(Miller. 7 992, p2) 

Bynurn and Seaman's (1993) study of  six lLRs in the 

southeastern United States supported the conclusion that the 

intellectual curiosity component was the strongest motivator for 

pârticipation in continuing education. Their suggestion was that an 

intellectually stimulating curriculum was a pivotai factor in 
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detemining the success of an ILR program. The study repudiated 

their hypothesis that interpersonal and social motivators would be 

paramount; seniors' forernost motivation is the desire to  leam. They 

concluded that older adults seek cognitive growth, not simply social 

interaction; and that liRs represented one of the most creative ways 

for higher education t o  welcome back older students. A primary - 
factor was the opportunity t o  offer additional involvement in the 

program's administration and instruction. 

Young (1 992) proposes ILRs have eight common characteristics 

tha t  contribute to  their success, one of which is the opportunity for 

participants t o  becorne involved in planning, irnplementing, 

evaluating and teaching. Above all, an ILR satisfies seniors' needs 

for intellectual stimulation and social interaction among peers. 

Learning is growing as an activity of leisure (~ i l l e r ,  1992), yet in 

spite of the popularity of the ILR model, universities and colleges 

are still designing conventional expert-led educational programs for 

older adults, the majority of which are 'institution-driven"; that 

is, they are administered by the university not the member- 

volunteers (Moskow-McKenzie & Manheimer, 1 993a; Miller, 1 99 2). 

Researchers have not yet investigated why "member-driven" 

institutes thrive. 

2.7 Conctusion 

The literature confirmed that, in time, most organizations 

corne to face crucial issues which demand rigorous questioning and 



soul-searching into cultural values, govemance and leadership. To be 

sustainable, groups must understand and plan for change; however, 

peer-ted groups of volunteers often lack empowering leadership t o  

ease the transition into another phase of growth (Starhawk, 1987). 

When I finished writing this thesis, I went back t o  the 
- 

literature t o  update the information on action research and training 

techniques that were relevant t o  my study of organizational learning 

and change. 

ln an update on Chris Argyris, now an 'elderly sage o f  

management" a t  73 years, Pickard (1 997) described some new 

lessons Argyt-is has to teach: that  the 'benign dishonesty" afflicting 

organizations is caused by people's refusal t o  speak the truth mainly 

for fear of damaging their own or another's future prospects. As a 

result, organizations never learned and change remained superficial. 

Argyris criticized traditional communication tools such as focus 

groups and opinion surveys that did not uncover the underlying 

problems which were often rooted in the way people retated to each 

other and in individual behaviour. One suggestion was for people t o  

witness defensive behaviours by having them write imaginary 

scripts before meetings, tape the sessions and then read the written 

transcript of their dialogue. 

In other action research projects, researchers developed a 

learning laboratory and used "before and after" interviews t o  

explore the roles, perceptions and leaming needs of interna1 change 

agents (Hartley, Benington & Binns, 1997). Finney (1996) found 



workers must be willing t o  let go of tasks that no longer fit and 

encouraged people to  open up about themselves by telling stories of 

past leaming experiences. Argyris' new definition of organizational 

leaming stressed the importance of  leaders being able to  reproduce 

their insights in the everyday wodd (Pickard, 1997). 

- 
A study and comprehensive review o f  the strategic change 

fiterature that iooked a t  15 case studies grounded in the 'leaming 

lens perspective" reported conclusions were tentative because most 

researchers employed idiosyncratic definitions of environmental 

variables and managerial actions and this hindered cornparability 

acroçs studies (Rajagopalan & Spreitzer, 1997). A general 

conclusion was proposed: managers frequently changed 

organizational structures and systems in the course of strategic 

change. The strength of this holistic learning iens perspective lies 

in i ts  rich descriptions of managerial actions shaping workers' 

readiness and/or resistance to  change. 

A stody of a change in the presidency of the American Red 

Cross, which relies on 1.44 million volunteers, described the 

president's new strategies: (a) give volun teers real power, (b) 

manage the team and work with the individual and (c) handle change 

one day a t  a time (Staroba, 1996). 'Real power" meant giving 

volunteers the right t o  control decisions, the money and the 

nominating cornmittee. One result of this change was that 

volunteers who were good at getting new volunteers into the 

organization ended up on cornmittees and on the advisory board. An 

important aspect of the new "do the next thing next" approach was 



that it required leadership and risk taking and depended upon 

volunteer cornmitment and accountability. 

In a Conference Board Report only 5 4  per cent of major 

companies surveyed said they had leaders who could respond 

effectively to change. In the study of corporate leadership training 

methods (Csoka, 1996), organizations discovered that training can 

work if it is part o f  a larger developrnent process, known as 

"values-based cornpetencies." This process gives people skills t o  

lead during times of turbulent change and to  create a shared vision 

of what the organization might becorne. A practical perspective 

rnarked leaders who could learn, who worked 'with the grain", who 

were cfear about what they wanted t o  change and who were 

responsive to others' views and concerns; that is, they integrated 

doing and learning (Binney & Williams, 1 99 5). 

In an innovative program for sustaining cultural and 

organizational change, the vice chancellor of the Open University in 

England put theary to the test and asked training and development to  

develop a strategic "new directions" plan for OU (Russell & Parsons, 

1996). The program, implemented in 1993, mixed uniwersity staff 

across organizational boundaries and levels of  responsibiiity to  

prornote better communication. The action groups, led by employees 

who prepared workshops and videos, were so successful that people 

were volunteering t o  attend. The research team determined that 

organizations should worry less about management control and more 

about providing support information and infrastructures that allow 

people to organize themselves. 



Dialogue is further developed as an interactive tool for leading 

change (Maccoby,l996) and for the successful management of 

change; for example the conceptualization of the process yields 

knowledge about the dynamics of chânga and provides increased 

opportunities for intervention (Fniytier, 1996). 

The literature confirmed that change, like learning, is a 

process that cannot be managed prescriptively- a flexible approach 

is needed. Janes' (1 995) case study of the restructuring of the 

Glenbow Museum in Calgary states that  researchers can best get to 

know organizations through direct participation and that 

'continuous leamingn is the best term to  explain the 'roller coaster 

ride" of organizational Iife. The book of  his experiences is a work in 

progress- chapters will be added as the organization adapts and 

changes. 

The review o f  the  l i terature substant iated some 

cornmonalities in volunteer behaviour that I had experienced during 

rny stuây. The literature on organizational learning wamed me about 

the problems volunteer organizations habitually ran into: unfulfilled 

expectations, continuity and retention. This led me t o  look further 

and question the particular characteristics of an ILR that made it 

support or hinder change. M y  intuition was that in spite of volunteer 

turnover and/or burnout an ILR could continue t o  manage the 

increased complexity that growth naturally entailed because of its 

collaborative system of  governance and i t s  sharing o f  

administrative tasks with the host university. This idea is 



substantiated in an article about the mutual benefits of improving 

university services for older students (Young, 1 996/7). 



Chapter Three 

Methodology: A Case Study of Change 

3.1 Introduction 

- 
The case in this study is the process of change undergone by 

the McGiII lnstitute for Learning for Retirement during i ts self- 

evaluation project. The case analyzes significant events and 

decisions that marked moments when change became perceptible; 

that is, there was a noticeable difference between 'the beforen and 

"the after." Chapter Three describes my method for analyzing McGill 

ILR's self-assessrnent data. 

Case studies depend upon the investigator as the primary 

research instrument (Yin, 1994) and it was important to clarify rny 

role as a participant observer and my research techniques to  the 

Planning Cornmittee a t  the outset. 

3.2 Case Studv Method and Analvsis 

Historically, case study research came from the disciplines of 

medicine and law. Case studies have since developed in importance 

in such fields as management, psychology, sociology and social work 

and have been used in education to  explore the process and dynamics 

of change (Merriam, 1988). As an inductive method, case study is 

suitable to  investigate a process and t o  synthesize diverse and 



sometimes contradictory aspects o f  organizational behaviour. 

(Pearce, 1993; Merriam, 1988). The descriptive case study can be 

used to  investigate a phenornenon within its real-life context, when 

the researcher believes that  contextual conditions are highly 

pertinent (Yin,1994). Case study was appropriate therefore for an 

examination of a change process within - a volunteer organization. My 

method was t o  examine McGill ILR's history, i ts  culture and i ts 

- governance in order to determine whether it was self-sustainable. 

The prime advantage of a case study is that the analysis phase 

takes place as data are collected (Anderson, 1990; Ely, Anzul, 

Friedman, Gemer & McCormack Steinrnetz, 1991 ; Memarn, 1988). As 

a research strategy, it encompasses data collection, design and 

analysis and explains causal links in everyday situations and 

interventions (Yin, 1994). These links, or patterns, are difficuit to 

perceive in the short term so that I benefited from being present 

during the follow-up period after the evaluation was completed. 

Case studies vary in design yet many share a common ground 

between quantitative and qualitative researchers (Yin, 1994). 

Sorne follow ethnographic methods utilizing detailed observation 

and avoid prior cornmitment t o  a theoretical modei (Yin, 1994). 

lnstead foreshadowed problems and experiential knowledge guide 

the study (Hamrnersley & Atkinson, 1983). 1 inherited my 

foreshadowing from years managing a non-profit arts organization 

which struggled t o  survive and I had developed a skeptical attitude 

toward organizations using unpaid and underpaid labour. I wanted to 

change this attitude and discover what characteristics of an 



organization ensured i ts future. 

I followed the critical ethnographie method which begins with 

people in actual situations and links their activities t o  general 

phenornena in society (Smith, 1987). In this way, the reader 

understands how the microcosm reflects the macrocosm- Like - 
interpretative researchers, I take language and meaning seriously so 

that my priority was unravelling people's descriptions of events 

(Hitchcock & Hughes, 1987). Hence first-person accounts are an 

important aspect of this study. 

A study of change was cornplex to  construct and I had little 

experience. My approach was guided by these principles: 

Begin with the m a t w i d  Pi& up again the long stniggle aguinst 

lofizj and privieged absbactionn (Adrienne f ich.  1986, p. 213) 

I relied upon my sense of what 'rang true" as I sorted through 

comments and personal opinions that were often contradictory and 

contextual. As I came t o  know McGiil ILR members better, I 

understood their cornments often reflected personal histories and 

that the nature of part-time work meant that volunteers had partial 

information and this distorted their perspectives. Taking this into 

consideration, I struggled t o  synthesize what volunteer-members 

said with what others said and then related the discussions t o  what 

the literature said. I struggled t o  incorporate contradictions and t o  

take into consideration what many volunteers reminded me of- at 

this age memory was not always reliable. 

I became more aware that reality is neither fixed nor 
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stationary- it is also an ever-changing phenornenon. My approach 

was to take notes of both the content and the tone of discussions 

during meetings, interviews and focus groups and shape rny notes 

into recurring themes and issues. After listening to what different 

volunteers and staff members said in formal situations, I 

interpreted what was being said against what was actually - 
happening. I fine-tuned rny research questions during the thesis 

writing process. As 1 became more familiar with McGill ILR's 

culture and politin, this hotistic method proved tnistworthy; this 

was substantiaaed in the liaerature: 

aIrj type of research [case stndy] itis impurinMt to understand the 

perspcttve of those invuived  YI the phenmenon of interest to uncover 

the compiexity of human behuviw *t a cu&atual frameWOITk and to 

prpce~t  a holistic interpretatiov~ of what 13 happening. (Merriam. 7988, 

p- 768) 

I selected data collected and analyzed by the Planning Cornmittee 

for the evaluation project tha t  illustrated the organizational 

behaviours and attitudes of volunteers. 

3 .3  MY Stance as a Researcher and Role as Partici~ant 

Observer 

For me, the learning in retirernent movement echoed the 

women's movement and our dernands for equal rights to speak out, to 

be heard and to manage our own affiirs. In 1984 1 was one of a small 

group of women who established Cinémama as a film/video festival; 

it continued as a conference prograrnrning service to  stimolate 
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discussion among women artists and the public (Consensus & 

Contestation: Dialogues, 1992). Our purpose was educational: to 

prornote and document incidents and images of real people in real 

situations, struggling wit h real problems (WithereB & Noddings, 

1991). 

I constantly questioned rny rnethods of investigation, foilowed 

comments where they led me and liçtened carefully t o  the 

differences in voices (Brown & Gilligan, 1992). BeMg a researdier 

in an educational milieu, t phrased rny queries in a "consultative 

voicen (Vella, 1 994) respecting indiMduat sentiments. This meant 

not asking direct questions which might be misinterpreted as 

invasive, but rather asking individuak to elaborate their points of 

view. Fortunatety, Planning Cornmittee meetings provided the 

requisite 3 a f e  spacew (Freire, 1973; Vela, 1994) for the free 

exchange of information. 

Participatory research aims t o  develop the critical 

consciousness of both the researcher and the participants and t o  

improve the situation of those involved in the research process 

(Maguire, 1987). Because one is never fully detached, it can be 

emotionally engaging and exhausting; it makes researchers challenge 

their own role. By doing participatory research, I was conscious of 

the fact that educational research is never neutral and tha t  it 

generates implications within the chosen social milieu. 

I attended Planning Cornmittee meetings both as an ex-officio 

member and as a researcher paid by the McGill Centre for Continuing 



Education. My role as participant observer meant Iiçtening t o  the 

discussions, taking double notes-- one for the Committee and one 

for my study. I felt privileged t o  be treated as a colleague which 

also allowed me freedom of access t o  information throughout the 

project. I contributed to  the conception and implementation of the 

evaluation and attended weekly meetings, to keep the minutes and to  

categorize the data into reports. This was done in cmjwiction with 

sub-cornmittees. The Planning Cornmittee members were generally 

receptive t o  my ideas and 1 felt a t  ease to develop them more fully 

within reports (Rafman, 1994; 1995a; 1995b; 1996). 

Listening is not  Iimited tu the aura1 faculty- it means 

capturing the mood of the situation and reading between the Iines 

(Yin, 1994). 1 had developed these skills as a film programmer and 

this proved invaluable during the focus groups, discussions and 

interviews. I corroborated my inferences using other sources of  

information and documentation (shown in Table 4). 

This case study benefited from the joint efforts o f  the 

Planning Committee rnembers who designed the data collection 

instruments: the ternis of reference, the protocol for the moderator 

focus groups (Appendix A), the protocol for the key informant 

interviews (Appendix B), the Member Survey (Appendix C) and the 

Survey o f  Former Members (Appendix D). The reports on the focus 

groups (Rafman, 1994) and interviews (Rafman, 1995b) were drafted 

by me then refined by members of the cornmittee who constnictively 

edited and clarified rny "imaginative reporting." 



In addition to my experience as a working member of the 

Planning Committee, I spent three months at the close of the 

evaluation project working in the MlLR office and learning how the 

Institute functioned on a daily basis. My observations and the lively, 

yet congenial, discussions with member-volunteers am detailed in 

the report on office requirements (Rafhan, 1996). - 

3.4 Sources of Data 

The sources of data and the techniques wed for data collection 

are shown in Table 4. The focus groups and interviews encouraged 

open discussions among votunteers. The data is b i d  based and 

covers a view of the whole institute, rather than a close-up of one 

particular aspect. 

3.5 Scooe and Limitations of the Studv 

My study began in October 1993 and contirmed until June 7996. 

This period comprised my time as a participant observer and 

member of the StP Planning Committee and the subsequent m t h s  

spent working in MILR's office and the Centre office. 

Role conflict was an considerable limitation; that is, taking 

notes for the case study merged with taking minutes for the 

committee. Keeping the data separate was difficult; I tried to sort 

thesis "meta-data" from SIP data, but distinctions blurred. 



Stcrff 

CCE Adrninistrcrtive staff htenriews, conversations. 
minutes 

People outside McGill 

Egtemai advisors interviews, conversations 

lhxmenk and referenœ materiai 

Fkmnal nates from meetkigs 
Minutes from meetings 
Eutabase records 
McGiIl ILR B y - l m  and Operating Rules 

McGiIl ILR NewsMbrs 
Elderhdel Institut8 Network documents 

Statements from the literature hindered some early 

interpretations until I realized that the generalizations in the 

literature on aging did not pertain to the intellectually healthy and 

capable individuals with whom t worked. The literature written for 

profit-generating organizations was prescriptive and not pertinent 



t o  this volunteer organization (Fiol & Lyles, 1985; Senge, 1990; Kim, 
1993; Watkins & Marsick, 1993). The study on the motivations of 

third-age students in KRs focused on program content, but not 

program management (Bynurn & Seaman, 1993). Other case studies 

gave me some insights into organizâtionat change, but were not 

specific t o  lLRs (Beer & Eisenstat, 1996; Bonjean et  al, 1994; - 
Graham & Pizzq 1996). 

Some limitations of case study research proved true in my 

case. According t o  Merriam (1 988), continuous and simultaneous 

data collection rnakes closure ciifficuit and the amount of data 

makes weaving a coherent narrative afso difficult. I absorbed these 

limitations into the study. Anothe~ limitation was the restriction to 

confine my study to  the data collected during the evaluatian project; 

the Planning Cornmittee requested t not conduct independent 

interviews. 

3.6 Conclusion 

Case studies naturally shie orientation as they proteed (Yin, 

1994) and i kept readjusting the focus of rny analysis. This kept my 

insights and curiosity fresh and t did not feel restricted by 

rnethodological constraints. t struggled with an appropriate 

framework t o  analyze the data in m y  study and came acroçs 

Dawson's (1 994) processual approach (shown in Figure 1 ) late into 

the writing of this thesis; it stimulated a substantial revision of 

this thesis. To study change I traced it, using Dawson's framework, 



from the conception of the project through the transition pend of 

data gathering and decision making t o  conclude wi th  new 

organizational operatiom. This process and presentation of the data 

is outlined in Chapter Four. 

My personal involvernent as a participant observer in the - 
project benefited rather than lirnited the study. We met a t  least 
once per week and our mutuat respect grew thou& the cornmittee 

members' community values and social interaction differed 

considerably from rny feminkt arts milieu. 1 had freedom of access 

to personal information and records and the volunteers trusted me 

to respect their confidences. Therefore i was able to confinn my 

findings using data from multiple sources (triangulation). In 

conversations with leaders of M t î R ,  t 'pooled" and reviewed rny 

interpretations asking whether the themes and issues were 

plausible. Our exchanges were enhaianced as 1 stayed on site for 

nearly three years. As colleagues, we exchanged comrnents on the 

findings and many fou& my assumptiom and thewetid orientation 

stirnulating. Our dialogue helped me tu maintain the flexibility 

needed t o  study whether etusive patterns and rarnificatiom of 

change could be revealed in the short term. As events umavelled and 

evolved, t h e  questions that arme in m y  mind were incorporated. 

Case study method is the preferred rnethod to  explain a 

contemporary phenornenon, though critics of case studks state that 

single cases offer a poor basis for generalizing beyond the 

immediate case (Yin, 1994). On the other hami, a single case can 

demonstrate honest dialogue which links people across ages, 



cultures and genders (Vella, 1994). The data in Chapter Four 

attempts to  respond to these theoretical issues. Following the logic 

that, if another researcher duplicated the same procedures, s/he 

would arrive at the same conclusions is improbable because human 

(and thereby organizatiom of humans) behaWour is never static. 

Case studies of other evaluation projects which employ Dawson's - 
(1 994) conceptual framework shouid demonstrate representative 

findings though the identical circumstances of this case study 

cannot be replicated. 



Chapter Four 

The Process of Organizational Change 

4.1 Introduction 

- 
To respond to the question: "How does a volunteer organization 

teach itself to survive?" the data from the evaluation project was 

categoiized according to Dawson's (1 994) conceptual framework 

(see Figure 1); that is, the context, politics and substance of  change. 

The categories were matched to the research questions; that is, 

volunteer response t o  change, volunteer management of change and 

the role of dialogue during change. This chapter exptaim how the 
volunteer organization McGill ILR taught itself about change. The 

relationship of the data to the preliminary research questions is 

presented in Table 5. 

4.2 The Context of Chanae 

My inquiry into how volunteers responded to change revealed 

that the rnajority of McGBt L R  volunteers made every effort to 

respond in a positive manner. In fact, members had experienced and 

absorbed major changes since the time the organization was 

founded. Comparing comments from the key informants, the 

moderators and the mernbers ât large, t attributed t h  positive 
attitude to the peer-learning culture and values of the organization. 



PoIltlcs 
of Change: 
htemd 
Extemal 

II) 

Communidon 

Note. Thjs figure is adapted from Oraaniz&onal Chanue: A 
Processuai Ars~roach by P. Dawson (1 W4). p. 44. 



Table 5 

Politics Need for internai 
of change change Memai 

Subs tance  Concepüon TrC1T1Sition a-, M a  gatheiing 
ar#ifunding recommendatioris of change inshments: focus 
of evaïuation Operation of new group. inte~ews, 

p r o 5 e  anangement5 -Ys 

Note. The dynCIITLics of change Meci in oolumns 1,2 and 3 are illustrateci ui Figure 1 and 
refer to DEcwsori's (1994) conceptual framework. 

A member's comment from the survey is indicative of McGill 

ILR's cultures and values: 

The idea of learning in retirement is an excellent one arrd the organisers 

of m ~ ~ s h o l d  be congratulated. % addition ta keeping retirees 

mentally active the program also enubles people to meet to exchmge 

views and ideas, to stimulate and expdnd ivrteresS which one moy not 

have had tiwe tu pursue ovev the years. 9t a l s ~  provides a goal tu attend 

c'iciss~s, meet pe~plc and karn new thivrgs.' 



Exceptions to this positive attitude arose as a direct result of 

the evaluation project: the first was that several councillors, who 

were also moderators, vehemently resisted the idea of evatuating 
study groups. Previously during the focus groups, a former chair of - 

the cur~riculum cornmittee had r e m &  

3i/e struggkd seri~usly with the phii050phy cf evcriucrtio~. becuuse we 

are al1 vofuuteers. very few of us are profpcshal teaching people. .groups 

diss~lve 5imply by attriti~fi because they are imdequate .... Hr~w are you 

gokg tc tell ~cimebrJdy wh& worked tembly hard to h W r e  a graup, 

LJGM dm't dc th% or thut. y m  're deahhg with silver-haircd people, 

they've mtprepred tO be threatened. ' 

The second exception was resistance to hiring paid staff to 

work amidst volunteers. A former president expbined the desire to 

remain "just volunteers": 

80th changes were suggested by Contintring Edücation, but 

were fater recognized as necessary and approved in Council. The 

awareness of the need for the first arose arme spuntaneousty 

during the moderator focus groups and was confirmed by 70 per cent 

of respondentç to  the Member Survey (Dressler, 1995). The 

awareness of the need for the second became indisputable with the 

early retirement of the Administrative Director who served as 

liaison between the lnstitute and the Centre. 



The interna1 confiict these two incidents provoked was 

comprehensible considering volunteers' strong sense of the culture 

they had formed thernsekes. 

McGill fLR Culture and Values - 

Culture is more than shared attitudes and customs; it is the 

reflected values, practices and assomptions within which the 

mernbers of the organization operate. The values of a volunteer 

organization define its purpose and i ts criteria for quality and 

efficiency (Lenaghan, 199 1 / 2 ) .  Peer learning values are reinforced 

a t  MlLR in the following ways: theie are no admission requirements, 

no entrance exams, no prerequisite diplornas that rnight inhibit older 

adults from joining. The members' attitude K that life experience is 

equivalent to a degree and everyone is welcome to  participate. There 

is no criterion to be fuliy ret i red,  rnembws rieed onty be free during 

the day. Though no age is specified, many people assumed members 

had to  have reached the conventional age of retirement before 

joining which in Canada is 65 years. 

ln the survey and focus groups, mernbers spoke about MttR as a 

"Iife-saver"-- especiaHy for those who felt alone or depressed 

when widowed or retired from busy jobs. They said the combination 

of intellectual and social activities stimulated their senses and 

helped fight boredom and lonelinesç. Those who volunteered for 

roles within the organization employed their skifls which resulted 

in a renewed sense of self-worth and belonging. When i n te~ewed ,  



one councillor spoke about the enjoyment of being being part of a 

successfut team- that volunteering had nothing to do with aftruism 

and giving back to sou5et-y. Another moderator r e W &  upon a new 
Iife: 

Tt has been the greutest expwience of mg retirement 9 don? know 

what my retirement would have k e n  withoLlt lM9. jrom a very 
active life. 9 found nothi~g. Al1 @a SU&YI 9 c ~ m  here and 9 made 

friends and 9 became interested. -7t has been a big part of my nay @e.' 

The values of MlLR volunteers are express& by the immense 

popularity of study groups offered in the humanities, such as art, 

literature, music, history and creative writing and the dearth of 

subjects in the sciences. Six poptilar areas of study indicate that 

MlLR volunteers have an abiding interest in discovering more about 

their place in the world (shown in Table 6). The differences between 

wornen and men are illustrated by their study group preferences. 

Table 6 

Subject YO Women % Men 

Note: This data is select& Born the M e m h r  Survey, T a b l e  13 Ekessler. 1995). The question w m : W  



The influence of MlLR culture on volunteer attitudes was never 

underestimated by the Planning Cornmittee. It proceeded carefully 

when designing and implementing the evaluation project and 

patiently reassured volunteers who were apprehensive that 

organizationai Mhies rnight change. 

A Profile of McGill ILR Members 

Dernographic information had never been documented and 

therefore a profile of McGil K R  rnembers was produced for the 

evaluation project. As a peer learning organization, the Institute's 

policy was not to request information about an individuak ase, 

education or incorne when s/he joined. The data in Table 7 shows 

that seniors who belong to MttR are m the whde wetteducated, 

rela t ively affluent rnembers of Montreal's anglophone community. 

I sketched the following profile of MLR rnembers as k i n g  

predorninantly: women; between the ages of 61 and 75; holding a 

col lege or higher levet of education; from professional or 

managerial backgrounds; Engfish-speaking Canadians; earning 

household incornes over $30,000; Mng within a hatf hour travel 

tirne of McGill. Half of the survey respondents also reported that 

they left Montreal for an extended period of time, mostly during the 

winter months. 



Table 7 
Proffle of McGill ILR M e m b a s  

- Women 
Men 

Women 
Men 

Education level %O 

Engm 
French 

Other 



BornmGmada 65 

Ardvediacanada 
Before 1940 20 

htheWs& 5Us 56 

En the &Ys & 70s 20 

Inihe8(rs&Ws 4 

L e s  than $15,000 6 

$15;000-$3Q,0û] 23 

Above $30,000 (maximum amount) 71 

Executivel Professionai 
ManageriaVScùes 
Secret~Qenccrl 

Homemaker 
Otber 

Note. The data is compiled from the Mernber Survey Report (Dressler, 1995) and the Report - 
from MlLR R e c o r d s  (Clcnk & Wdker, 2 995). 

It is worth noting that in spite of the fact that MlLR does not 

discriminate about the backgrounds of its members, it has attracted 

a population with little racial and/or social diversity especially 

given the multi-cultural nature of the city of Montreal. A mernber 
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commented on the survey: 

%!s a 7rench-spedkingpefion. 9 dont feel very much ut ease or weicome- 

9 feei like a stranger in paradise.' 

Another member mention& a cornmon at t i tude around t h e  
organization that peer values meant mernben should not be ranked: 

';orne of the questiom reek of snobbism- education level and incorne levd 

have n~thing to do with M9LRnM 

The lack of outreach to  larger communities was becorning a 

difficult issue for many ItRs. The data from the ILR study (Bynum & 

Seaman, 1 993, p. 1 6) indicated sirnilar clientele to MILR: 6 1 % were 

female; 65% were rnarried; 31 % were college graduates and 40% 

post college; ethnicity was 99% white. 

Human Resources: Volunteers 

Tu respond to the question of how volunteers managed change 

within the context of the evatuation project, t was able to  

corroborate that councillors and members agreed McGill ILR's most 

vafuabte resource was its resefvoir of skitted indiv)hk. Members 

in general supported the efforts of councillors: 

9 admire and congr~talate i%e concept and thme who implemerrted 

i tmd cmtime to show Iecldership- Keep it up!' 

Tirne and effort are valuabte resources tht vdtmtetxs offer 
and MILR would not exist without volunteer labour. The issue 

became whether it could continue to  run its increasingly cornplex 



operations or would have to  rely more heavily upon Continuing 

Education's support staff. The rnember survey (Appendix C) 

indicated 10 per cent of the rnemkship were active VObtMteen on 

cornmittees or helping with administrative tasks. Out of a total of 

31 5 respondents, 69 responded that they perfofmed the types of 

volunteer work shown in Table 8. - 

Member of Cornrnittee 27 

Worked at iegisbcrtion 33 

Wrote for newsletter 10 

Assrsted moderator 12 

Worked on spdai evenis 13 

Helped with mcalings 13 

O#er 3 

Total 111 

Note. This data is from the Mernber Survey, Table 29 (Dressler. 1995). The totai of the types 

of volunteer work performed is higher thcm 69 becuuse m e r n b r s  engaged in more than 
one type of work. 

In addition, 21 respondents stated they have been or are 

currently members of Council. The number of hours worked by the 

69 volunteers during the previous 12 months is shown in Table 9. 



8or less  

9 -40 
mare thnn 40 

Rom this data, I determined three categories of MlLR volunteers 

(shown in Table 10). 

Table 10 

Note. The terms cure and inam tare Wuntee~~ are my own. - 

What the Planning Cornmittee and leaders sensed was 

confirmed by the data coliected during the evaluation project: 

McGill ILR was able to survive with part-time volunteers due to the 

exceptional motivation and cornmitment of an inner core of  

volunteers who maintained continuity. 
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Many core and inner core volunteen described volunteering at 

McGiil ILR as time spent: attending committee meetings; doing the 

required tasks for the specific rote; getting the necessary 
information; communicating with associates; contributing t a  the 

group; understanding committee goak and ways of achieWng them; 

fulfilling social responsibilities; in addition - t o  participating in 

study groups. They also mentioned the time it takes to come to an 

understanding of their relationship with other mernbers. 

It is important to note that regardless of the time spent, each 

and every key informant rnentioned volunteering was worth the 

effort and that the benefits far outweighed any costs. They were 

enthusiastic about: time spent in gratibing work with interesting 

people, a renewed sense of purpose and a widening of their circle of 

acquaintances; the majority did not cornplain about the amount of 

time it took to fulfill th& rotes: 

bene@ are exteusive- fiI l i-g in pleasant t h e  as opposed t~ bekg 

bwed am# &pressedd..9 put in a great deal uf tim. 9t3 k e n  the mt 

pleasan t type of wu& Yve ever dme iM terms of colfubo~c~tio~~ and 

cmpercTtt0~ and seeing ale immdr'crte o u t c m  of what yac do.' 

The weakness, from an organizational perspective, was that 

despite volunteer wiilingness to give McGitt I t R  a great deat of th& 

time, it was simply part-time. Pearce's (1 993) study of the 

organizational behaviour of  unpaid workers found volunteers 

regarded the hours they worked a month as a spare tirne 'leisure 

activity." A t  MlLR this attitude was evident among regular 

volunteers whose tasks were divided Mto manageable pieces. T k e  



patterns of  part-time activity created the need for a coordinator 

and members were uncertain whether a volunteer would want t o  fifi 

the position. 

Key informants agreed coordination in the office was weak. 

Council had responded t o  - this need by designating a volunteer 

coordinator whose rok was to e n k  volunteen to help either in the  

office, at registration, a speciaf event or a bulk mailing. Though a 

large pool o f  potential volunteers existed, wtunteer schedding was 

problernatic mainly because it was too demanding on a part-time 

basis. The strain was fett by core votunteers who knew more time 

was needed t o  train recruits. A councillor commented about the 

problern of attracting volunteers tu nin the office: 

-4 lot of the wwk is being doue by vety few people. you can'texpct 

people to do th& 9ts a M easkr to get a m&ratw, because Wre 
is a certain ego attached t~ bekg a m~derator. there3 somethi~g 
ymi-e per$wrni~g and you're getbng recogn tb&.... We have toget 

wlwe pe~p/e invotvec? ;M the vdrious udiwi~isbvtive fiinctiuns.' 

In the  context o f  change, it is worth reiterâting that MftR 

volunteers were used to being self-reliant and some feared hiring 

paid staff would change the established patterns of interaction as 

well as being a strain on financial resources. Many spoke t o  me 

about the i r  experiences in hierarchical competitive work 

environments where salaries ranked employees. The general fear 

was that ranking might disturb MILR's peer values. 

Fortunately, continuity in the office was maintained by two 

devoted volunteers who performed the daily reception and 
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secretaria! tasks on their own initiative. The registrar, a founding 

mernber, opened and closed the office; made coffee, responded to 

queries and took care of the business that arose- al1 with good 

humour. She was known as the unofficial 'ombudsman" and had done 

this work since the organization was founded. The recording 

secretary on Council did extra work for cornmittee chairs in her - 

home though they were expected to do tM own clericat work. The 

key informants al1 rnarvelled a t  both women's devotion, but were 

unaware of the actuat b r s  they put in. 

The issue that  was beginning to cause a division of opinion 

among McGill ILR volunteers was whether or not the arganization 

coold continue to manage on a 'volunteer onty-" basis without hiring 

paid staff. This was also a concm in many LRs M the Network 

(HoHenbach, 1994; Elderhostel Institute Network, 1 994). 

4.2.4 Hurnan Resources: University S t a f f  

in the t t R  system, the host institution provides space on 

campus and the services of an administrator or ficutty mernber. The 

survey conducted by Moskow-McKenzie and Manheimer (1 993a) found 

that  the majority of seniors' learning programs were initiated by 

the host institution in response t o  a perception of community need 

or in response to  requests frorn seniors; only a few were instigated 

by older adults. In contrast, the McGill ILR was a collaborative 

inspiration between the Centre's Administrative Director and a few 

seniors who were enrolled in Continuing Education evening courses. 



McGill ILR has benefited from the professional services 

provided by the Centre's staff, such as secretarial and accounting 

assistance. I t  also has access to university personnel: printers, 

caterers, computer consultants, librarians, mail room and building 

s e ~ c e s .  A founding member explained: 

-7vrstitute has evtended beyond out- fondest dreams ... Mciill and - 
CoMt M have beevr more than helpful and generous ... we have beneflted 

fromalatof houfiof wrrkjkm eontMwhich wehave not~ear ly  

paid for emugh.' 

The reference was to the wise counset MkR received from the 

Administrative Director who since 1 984 hetped volunteers navigate 

the 'corridors of powerw a t  the university. She said that working 

with MttR was the most satisfying part of  her job and she 

contributed many extra hours votuntarity. A cwmith comment& 

that her expertise had hetped the peer kaming culture of  volunteers 

integrate favourabty within the professional acâdemic culture: 

The lnstitute coltects and disburses registration fees from 

its rnernbers: $40 per term between t 989 and 1993; $5 1 in 1 994 

and $55 in 1995 which includes library borrowing privileges. All 

transactions go through the  Centre cashier's office. One third of the 

incorne is paid t o  McGill for administrative services, rent and 



library fees. The Institute pays for additional university services 

such as printing, photocopying and mailing. All cheques go through 

McGiII accounting. Special events are expected to generate income 

to cover expenses. 

With an annual budget of approximately $50,000, MILR's 

financiai picture is stable and this is directly attributable to  its 

use of  votunteer workers wtiich is aimost taken for granteck When 

asked about the provision of funds, the treasurer said: 

'We worked out the budget and it5 fine. We're very much in 

the bluck, because of me gram we receiwd.' 

Over the years, the hstitute has accurnofated a surplus of over 

$30,000 built from an initial star?-up fund 30rn McGil!. 

To respond to my question about the  role of dialogue in the 

change process I recordecf what rnernbers said about the atmosphere 
K I C I  - and clirnate of their organization. Some comlri=riCi& iliü; miLrr 

appeared to be a privileged private college or social club. One 

advantage was that this atrnosphere was conducive to open 

discussion and peer participation. A moderator elaborated during 

the focus groups: 

'What is nice and lovely aboutMXR is it3 somewh~t like an Orford 

lecture hall .... This is a very speciul seiection of people. who volrrnteer 

to corne to by to get into MD?. 9 5  a self-sninq o I i ~ g ,  a ~ d  they are 



actually peopIe who are alive between the eus and who don't want 

to 6e treuted like school children.' 

The Institute provides a university milieu that links older 

adults who have a cornmon desire for intellectual challenges. Being 

housed a t  McGilt gives this seniors' organization a distinctivety 

academic atmosphere that differs from others in Montreal. One key 

informant remarked about this speciat significance: 

There 6 a cuchetcxbotrtMc@tl thatcrto-ucts people to M'XK 9f we 

were a commun@-buseed orguniZabu~~, R would notbe the sume-' 

Most of a ,  votunteers vatued the lnstitute's spirit of 

cooperation and consideration; nobody wanting personal gain at  

someone else's expense. Key inforrnants cornmented that the 

collaboration and goodwitt among voknteers contrasted sharpiy 

with their p s t  work environments. There was an evident sense of 

self-satisfaction that problems had been resotved effectiveiy with 

a minimum amount of fuss and volunteen were reluctant to Say 

there was a ne& for improvement. An irmer core vokmteer had the 
foHowing point of view: 

9 don't see how we c ~ d d  change Ror improve it 'W5 a rnuwe~llous 

5%- a& its r~mingso sm~oth/y and eve ybody seems t~ bc 

so happy and conteut to be with S.' 

Though some members spoke about a few study groups being 

cliquish and a few moderators being on "ego trips*, there was 

adequate support data from the interviews and focus groups to 

believe that on the whole the change event was conducted in the 

spirit of dialogue described by Bohm and Peat (1 987) and lsaacs 



4.3 The Politics of Chanae 

To find out how this volunteer organization managed change, I 

had to learn the distinctions between internai and extemal polifics; 

that is, the areas of the Institute's authority and the areas of the 

Centre's authority. The politics were cietermined by the t t R  

structure o f  governance. Internally, activities are planned and 

adrninistered by vobnteer-members and p o k y  decisiom are made 

in Councit Externally, the tnstitute must respect the policies and 

regulations of its 'host' or sponsoring university. Interestingiy, the 

awareness of the need for change seemed to arise simultaneously 

from both partners though fw different reasons. 

Need for Chancie 

lnternally volunteer response to the need for change was 

diverse. Volunteers thernseives knew they codd not be expected to 

continue their same level of  cornmitment; some started 

voiunteering when the hstitute was founded. A former Council 

rnember reminded the intewiewefs: 

*Ye recycle ulot of G H ~  pzple. We've k e n  in bff5i~pc5 me yeas 50 that 

mcist are over 65 or in theif 705. % five yems, attn&b~ is gohg to 

take place. What we have to do is get more new people. yyoun@rpeople; 
encourage them to tnke on jobs on committepe. to do alot of the 
administrutiv2 work.' 



General members were also aware of other weaknesses and 

mentioned the foilowing in the survey: unclear overall policy, lack 

of input by members, lack of preparation for new volunteers and 

insufficient integration into campus life. 

External circumstances were leçs concrete. On one level, the - 
Centre's climate of uncertainty contrasted sharply with the 

Institute's Prelaxed climate. McGill was reacting t o  drastic 

governrnent funding cuts and some leaders sensed there would be 

additional pressure for MlLR tu be perceived as 'paying its own 

way." When asked t o  dari* the situation, the Dean of Continuing 

Education said: 

Xmong the situations 9 inherited is a veq  tight budget therepre .7ve 

got to spend more time looking at individuai deparimenis, evalmting 

progrurns whi& should be continued and those whkh should be 

scratched. M9LR is t~wards the latterpart not through an y lack of 

interest but for my priori&s ...* 

The vagueness of these uncertainties made volunteers aware that 

change was inevitable; some responded to these challenges and 

initiated the evaluation o f  the organization to study the issues 

while others tried to evade decision making. 

Internai: Council and Cornmittees 

How volunteers managed change stemmed from MILR's interna1 

politics. For one thing, volunteers did not relish the tag 'managern 

and avoided using it. They had worked to  establish a non- 
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hierarchical relaxed environment in which every member was equal. 

The peer approach to  governance believed that organizational change 

need not be 'managedm prescriptively and every volunteer's 

contribution was valuable. 

The McGill ILR Council has - fifteen members: 12 are elected, 2 

are appointed and the Past President sits ex-officio. Meetings are 

held monthly a t  which tirne the chairs of the standing cornmittees 

share progress reports. The By-laws state that an annual general 

meeting must be held 'for the evaluation of the year's activities 

and for election of officers and Council rnernbers." In the revised 
By-laws, approved in November 1996, each member of Council has a 

designated responsibility as a committee chair: Curriculum, 

Communications, Newsletter, Planning, Special Events and 

Volunteer Coordinator. The positions of Treasurer and Finance Chair 

were combined on a trial basis for one term of office because of the 

latter's poor health (Council Minutes of May 11, 1994). This was 

extended until a Finance Chair was nominated for 1997/8 so that in 

effect no attention was given to  financial planning for two years. 

The president felt it was a problern that 'No provision was 

made for a standing committee of a planning sort which the SIP 

cornmittee turned itself intow (Rafman, 1995b). The seat for the 

Chair of the Long-Range Planning Cornmittee lapsed in 1991. The SIP 

Planning Cornmittee chair had attended Council as an ex-officio 

member t o  make reports t o  Council on the progress of the 

evaluation. 



The stipulation in the By-laws that officers have 'backups" 

was ignored by volunteers. Their denial of this policy contradicted a 

general awareness tha t  an organization led by volunteers in their 

age group waç extremely wlnerable. One councillor mused about 

this stubborn attitude: 

-No bahp. T m  - guilty of the m e  thhg 9 called ale cornmittee to meet 

but 9 did most of the wwk. Whether that wa5 an ego trip or my 

inefticienuj, 9 dont kvlaw, but no committee and no job should be 

dependznt upon uny one person. purticularig not in out- age group 
and not considering the philosophg of the 9nstitute- its peer.- 

At the tirne of  the project, there were no reference guidebooks 

nor job descriptions for incoming committee chairs. In general 

councillors and cornmittee members worked according to their own 

initiatives without external input. A certain inertia surrounded the 

training and recruiting of  successors or replacements though 

incoming volunteers told me they had made tentative requests for 

training opportunities. Generally volunteers resisted a supervisory 

or teaching role and many felt it inappropriate. MlLR was 

underutilising i ts human resource of volunteers as one chair stated: 

'More could always be done-. A newprson kas corne to &uncil for 

the cmrdination of volun teers, 'Tm glud to see that step in the right 

d i r e m  M .- 

Nevertheless, when interviewed the key informant~ agreed 

that "on the whole" the lnstitute functioned remarkably well and 

that the administrative systems ran smoothly and efficiently. Most 

said problems were minimal and that they were resolved internally 

in a satisfictory and amicable fashion, even though the process took 



longer than necessary. There was an underlying confidence that 

qualified members would continue t o  corne forward. If not, or if 

someone unsuitable was selected, MlLR had the assurance that the 

staff from Continuing Education would step in. 

Everyone mentioned her or his personal enjoyment as part of a - 
group who supported each other and who didn't let personaiities 

interfere though some resisted group process and preferred to 

function independently. One such cornmittee chair stated: 

=...in some ases fl did h m  [suppfl and in m e  9 didn't 

9 was operating as an autonomous grmp and 9 didn't take into 

account mat9 was part of a~ orgffnization. 9 would arrogmtly suy: 

'This is the way 9 would [ike it ta be.' And Councii wodd say. 'iqut m.* 

9 didn't iike k..' 

Some found group decision-making cumbersome, especially 

since presidents and vice-preçidents changed every year and 

councillors every two. Group process within an academic milieu was 

foreign to retirees from private business who were frustrated with 

"decisions by cornmittee" and overly long discussions on every 

issue. The general solution was t o  let time, not human intervention, 

resolve issues. This made individuals uncornfortable taking 

authority; Council meetings often had 15 people discussing what 

concerned only two and broader issues got side-tracked. One 

councillor commented: 

9 think its importaMt alat Cou~ul kvlow where its going. that eouncil 

defne what it's objectives are a ~ d  that eouncil look at the big picture 

and empwer i b  members to look after the details..-- 



This vision, however, proved difficult t o  put into action. In 

general, MILR's presidents supervised change; they did not initiate 

it; for instance, one supeMsed the move to  the new premises; 

another a revision of the By-laws and another the implernentation of 

the SI? project recomrnendations. It is worth noting tha t  

moderators filled about half the positions on Council during the 

evaluation. The four presidents during the  evaluation project were 

aiso active moderators who participated in the focus groups, the 

interviews and the survey. The fourth president's intention ta 

empower committee chairs to  assume greater responsibility and 

initiative was relatively successful in some instances, such as the 

Communicationsl Newsletter and Planning Cornmittees. It is t o  be 

seen whether the succeeding president will continue to prioritize 

this vision. 

4.3.3 Extern  a 1: McGill Centre for Continuina 

Educat ion 

An important factor in the politics of change is that  MlLR does 

not operate alone but in consultation with the Centre for Continuing 

Education. The evaluation project made the nature of  this 

relationship somewhat clearer for volunteers. Some leaders 

thought that McGill was not prominent enough and one president's 

message in the Newsletter (September 1994) stated that the 

Institute's acronyrn would become McGiII ILR, instead of MILR. In the 

same edition, the Administrative Director wrote an editorial 

entitled T h e  M Stands for McGill" t o  discuss the university's "high 



regard for doing things the collegial way." 

McGill iiii's stable internat politics were directty related t o  

its healthy financial status. The lnstitute collects and disburses its 

own membership fees and the. Centre processes the transactions 

through the university's central accounting system. The lnstitute 

pays about one third of i ts revenues for these administrative 

seMces to  the university; rent, library fees and- services such as 

printing and postage are additional costs. Volunteers required the 

guidance of Centre staff when forecasting the annual budget, the  
form of which was designed by the Centre. University accounting 

systems proved frustrating for some retirees from the private 

sector. A former treasurer's advice was: 

The  eady problems for anybody starüng up would be to know what 

the university does becuuse nrJ matter w h ~ t  y~u've done in business. 
it will nevercmfonn to whata u~Nersity does. you have to leam &e 
system. wu have to go with theirsystem. then thivlgs wcrk out-* 

Although this monetary arrangement is convenient, it 

determines the Institutegs dependence upon the university. McGill 

ILR operates a relatively large operation on a relatively small 

budget and most councillors understood this would be difficult t o  

achieve just with volunteers and outside the umbrella of the 

university. 

The Centre does not interfere in MILR's interna1 politics and 

aside from expecting t o  see the budget and an annual report it sees 

itself as: 

-- &e spnsoring partner. providing the resmrces which enabie th& 



cornmunitg [M?ue/ to continue to build on knnwledge acuimulated over many 

years, in a setting appropria te t g  their previous educatim and experience. - 

This image of partnership is viewed a I i t t le  differently by 

volunteers. A past president elaborated that the ILR/host university 

relationship was like: 

a whoily owned subsidiary most of the administrative fÜncDons - 

of which are curried wt by the purent conpany, but which iSe!f 

manages the making of the productand its marketing.' 

This "subsidiary" relationship affected volunteers' perception 

and management o f  change. They felt firmly bouod by the By-laws 

and Operating Rules which s ta te  the Centre's responsibility is t o  

ensure the quality of the ILR program and the appropriate level of 

seMce for its clientele. Councillors were wary of the proviso in the 

By-laws which stated: "New activit ies which represent a 

significant departure from university procedures have t o  be 

submitted t o  the Centre's Executive Cornmittee for approval." It 

was cited whenever a controversial change was suggested, 

especially concerning study group proposals. In fact, nothing has 

ever been submitted, presumably due to the fact that the lnstitute 

functions internally as a censoring and filtering system. 

Key informants generally agreed tha t  the  benefits of  

affiliation with McGill far outweighed the costs (Rafman, 1995b) 

though the nature of this relationship gave some volunteers a slight 

sense of insecurity. The paradox was that the Centre assisted the 

volunteers to  manage change yet they cannot implement any major 

change without consulting the Centre. The result was that interna1 



politics fluctuated in accord with the leaders; that is, between the 

volunteer-leaders who believed in cultivating closer ties with 

McGiII and the volunteer-leaders who thought university procedure 

cumbersome and favoured greater autonomy (Rafman, 1995b). 

Leaders' positions differed on this issue and policy was confusing 

for general volunteers to  follow. - 

Communication 

My study was particularly interested in how volunteers 

communicated information and how these communications were kept 

open. Though I found open discussion and a spirit of inquiry present 

in the different cornmittee meetings and study groups i attended, 

this practice was not carried over into Council meetings. Most key 

informants agreed that communication could be improved (Rafman, 

1 99 5 b). A formality infused Council meetings that produced barriers 

between individuals and at tirnes there was a sense of pressure 

and/or disorganization that provoked distrust. My conviction was 

that part-time volunteers needed stronger lines of communication 

to enabk them t o  be effective workers (Pearce, 1993); 1 looked for 

answers to  how this situation had arisen. Many key informants in 

their interviews had perceived this gap in communications and one 

member expressed it this way in the survey: 

There 13 too much of u barrrér between euunci/ andhr committees a ~ d  

the membership at large. Recruitment to the Coumil and to the cornmittees 
k not effective: i-e.. the nominatrYlg process is mt optimdlIe 

Volunteers expressed frustration to me that information was 



not fed back t o  them through their committees or through official 

networks. One response t o  the survey question "Are you kept 

adequately inforrned of activities?" provided another insight into a 

reason for the information gap: 

7 realized last week thcrt W r e  were notrces flotatiMg afomd on 

wiMclowsilis for us to reaR' 
- 

There was a lack of attention to  communicating vital information. 

The president or vice-president attended al1 meetings yet they 

considered themselves more as observes than as advison who were 

there to  harmonize decisions with lnstitute policy. A few key 

informants stated that coordination between committees outside o f  

Council meetings was not carried out in any methodical way. 

Volunteers professed ignorance of Council procedure and 

although meetings were open to  al1 members no one ventured tu 

attend. Interna1 communication about Council decision s was limited 

t o  bulletins in the quarterly Newsletter. One member criticized the 

financial statement in the November 1994 Newsletter : 

*Never before have '3 seen a fiMancial report that c~nttained mt 

a single figure! Since the 9nstitute is now a self-supporting body 

operated entirelg by voiuntee~, would it n ~ t  be fitbng for al1 
subscribing rnembers to receive periodicstatemenû of incorne and 
expenditure. ' 

The problem in communication seemed to  be a consequence o f  

volunteers being used t o  working independently and this habit 

affected the transmission o f  information. This proved true during 

the evaluation project-- Planning Cornmittee reports were not 



circulated outside of Council although t h e  findings concerned 

everyone. This limited the impact of the evaluation within the 

organization though councillors attributed this to  members' "usualn 

lack of interest in governance. 

Communication was - sometimes Aampered by volunteers who 

searched out positions of  authority to prove t o  thernselves that they 

could do the job. Once elected, these individuals preferred to learn 

the job autonomously. One chair confessed about the need to do it 

alone: 

Tt had nothing to do with any social conscience or anything else. 9 

wondered if9 couïd do i t  and maybe that was arrogant on my partor 

rnaybe alot of nerve because supposing cl had faiied? 'Zhat worried me 

becnuse m y self-image isn't that huge, but fortL<nately it worked.' 

Councillors thought this tendency to work independently did not 

affect organizational function; yet it did cause confusion when 

there was an inadequate transfer of information. Many councillors 

were unaware how their peers really felt regarding important 

issues such as whether or not to promote growth and how to attract 

potential volunteers. To improve this situation, the fourth president 

invited Council members to meet informally for lunch before each 

monthly meeting. 

ln spite o f  councillors' recognition that  volunteer 

organizations were fragile organisms, the inclination was not to 

disrupt the way things were. Nevertheless, an awareness for change 

did develop. Key informants realized communications had t o  improve 

to enable volunteers t o  be prepared to step in if sornebody 'stepped 



out." A response t o  the cornplaint there was little communication 

between Council and the general membership led t o  the posting of a 

notice to  announce Council meetings and Minutes were placed in the 

office for reference. A different kind of communication problem was 

that this independent and self-directed population did not relish 

asking for assistance. They had suMved the world wars and the - 
depression and honoured each other's prÏwcy and self-reliance. Many 

were also well-educated professionais who respected another's 

expertise in her or his speciality and considered instruction 

unnecessary. Mostly they minded their business and did not want t o  

be misperceived as interfen'ng. 

Externai communications were handied by the Communications 

Cornmittee who sent out press releases t o  recruit potential 

members. More could be done t o  attract members, but without a firm 

indication from Council whether or not t o  increase membership, 

there was no increase in public relations and promotion activity= 

This reluctance t o  formulate a policy for growth diminished 

volunteer initiative and motivation. 

4.4 The Substance of Chancie 

Substance means the characteristics, activities and the scale 

o f  organizational change. MILR's self-evaluation project was 

intended to provide leaders with information about organizational 

strengths and weaknesses and to  involve the whole organization. Yet 

as Dawson (1994) noted, the substance of change may at times 



enable and at other times constrain leaders ability to  respond and to 

act. The fluctuations in response were similar a t  McGill ILR. 

Conce~tion and Fundina of the Evaluation 

P ro iec t  

With the awareness of the need for change, voiunteer-leaders 

responded by conceiving and designing a self-evaluation project. 

These volunteers and staff were identified with the project and the 

organization expected them t o  maintain i t s  direction and 

consistency. Dawson (1 994) names these individuals 'champions of 

change.' The principal idea that MlLR should create an environment 

t o  sustain volunteer efforts was reiterated in the grant application 

t o  Health Canada (Clark, F., 1990): 

* t i s o n s  from evperience indicate program management structures 

must be deveioped that are both compatible with the vdunteer naure 
of the argankation and at the same time capable of generatng the 
resources required for them t g  survive. Evuluation plays a crucial role 
in th13 process.' 

The substantial funds awarded were adequate t o  fund the 

preparation of the data collection instruments, professional fees, 

the Guidebook and expenses to  host a conference for other seniors 

organizations. 

The evaluation was introduced into the volunteers' busy 

schedules and the majority willingly took time t o  participate in the 

interviews, focus groups and survey. Many appreciated the 



opportunity to express their points of view. On the other side, some 

distrusted self-disclosure and fel t  threatened by critical 

intervention. Some considered it 'navel-gazing." A founding member 

stated: 

The 9nstitute r j  so beaub-mlly balanced between the leaming, the 

social end of it and the effort the people put into it- ... Like a beciubbfi.rI 

wer. f y ou put too much femïiser on i t  it dies.- 

The general membership showed lesç interest in participating than 

volunteers-- just under 50 per cent rerponded to the survey. 

Transition Activi t ies 

The most challenging aspect for volunteers and staff alike was 

the transition into decision-making activities, such as determining 

the Tetms of Reference and the content of the data gathering 

instruments as outlined in the Evaluation Framework (Lusthaus et 

al., 1 995). Dawson (1 994) says: 

*Mariaging transitions is about managing an unfolding. n~n-iinear, 

dymmic process iM which plcryevs and actions clre never ciearly 

deflned-'(p.765) 

Internally, the inquiries and activities stirred up opinions, 

feelings and ideas that reverberated throughout the lnstitute and it 

is to  the credit of the SIP Planning Cornmittee that the project did 

not disintegrate. The project was administered by the volunteers 

and the supervision of the budget and tirnetable were handled by the 

Administrative Director. This fruitful combination of volunteer 



resourcefulness and professional expertise contributed t o  the 

successful completion of  the project and the collaboration 

continued thereafter. 

During t h e  transition, the  supervisory role o f  the 

Administrative Director was more sensitive. As the Centre's 

representative she was advising volunteers t o  plan for self- 

sustainability while ensuring the organization did not drift away 

completely. The Planning Committee took the opportunity t o  dari@ 

what the Centre expected from the Institute, especiafly regarding 

academic standards and the evaluation of study groups. The Dean of 

Continuing Education responded: 

3 can't impose standards, the uvriversity can't impse standards 

on MUZ 9ts going to have to be the members who impose 

th& own stundards and the only Ming we can do is offersorne sort 
of guidelines in the seuse of what is accept~bie, what is not acceptnble. " 

This controversial recommendation to  evaluate study groups 

(McGill lnstitute for Learning in Retirernent Planning Committee, 

1 99 5) caused dissension among councillors. There were 

uncertainties among volunteers about whether McGill had the 

authority to  appraise MILR's acadernic standards. Course evaluations 

were standard university policy and the suggestion had been made 

that MlLR find some mechanism of evaluation that would satisfy its 

clientele. Volunteers argued that moderators were not professional 

teachers and should therefore not be subject t o  evaluation. Some 

who were retired teachers had unfavourable mernories of previous 

evaluation processes. In spite of vehement opposition, the decision 

was made t o  proceed based on data from the Member Suwey- 70 



per cent of respondents thought study groups should be evaluated 

(Dressler, 1 99 5). 

The transition period signalled an intense period of discussion 

among volunteers and members that resembled dialogue process: the 

focus groups, consultations, interviews and surveys stimulated 

simultaneous bursts of creative inquiry that I witnessed taking 

place in a variety of coinmittee meetings. 

4.4.3 Dialoaue throuqh Data Gatherina Instruments 

The spirit of dialogue was contained within the data gathering 

instruments. There were open-ended questions in the focus groups, 

intewiews and two surveys t o  allow members and former members 

t o  express thernselves. However, the key informant protocol did not 

ask interviewees t o  explain what they did in their own terms 

(Appendix B) so that the findings gathered during the one-on-one 

interviews were constrained by the omissions. Close-ended sowey 
questions have limitations that are not evident in nondirective 

group interviews (Krueger, 1991). The moderator focus groups on 

the other hand allowed for "ernployee listening" (Bischoff, 1989) 

and were more successful in identifying problems in volunteer 

relations and obtaining insights from individuals. 

The committee members received professional guidance on the 

theory and fundamentals of educationai research (Anderson, 1990) 

and models that enabled them t o  design the data collection 

88 



instruments (Appendices A to  D). The advantages and mistrations of 

this collaboration were described by a Planning Committee member 

in the Guidebook (Lusthaus et al., 1995): 

Xtfirstsome of us fmnd climbing ale TOR I tems of reference] 

(21 high, craggy hi11 says the dictioviary) and developing the key questions 

a bother, a ~ d  tao g m t a n  investmentof time. @tt luter, when we needed 
to sshape questiüns for surveys. f m s  group. ànd key informan&, 
the TOR became use@l. And again aley were usefiil in heiping us 
sPucture the final repart-. (p- 12) 

The instruments were well-designed by the Planning 

Committee to  involve many voices of the volunteers. The data were 

treated as confidential, but were no t  completely anonymous. 

Perhaps this accounted for the omission of a question on what 

members thought about volunteer administration and leadership, the 

asçumption being that McGill ILR was founded to  be run by 

volunteers and would continue as such. 

4.5 Conclusion 

This chapter presented the data gathered during the evaluation 

project and discussed the issues encountered by this volunteer-nin 

organization. At  the close of my study, the process of change was 

continuing at McGill ILR. The Planning Committee's findings and 

recomrnendations (McGill lnstitute for Learning in Retirement 

Planning Committee, 1 995) emerged from the transition activities 

and formed the basis for implementing new operational procedures 

which faIl outside the scope of this study. 



An external evaluator, Dean of Harvard Continuing Education, 

was invited to  review the Planning Cornmittee's procedures and 

speak to  leaders of McGill ILR. He spoke about the Institute rnoving 

into a second phase of growth; he believed that there would be a 

greater need for continuity and thought permanent administrative 

staff rnight be required. He stressed the necessity of discussing - 
where McGiil ILR would like to be in 10 years and developing a 

communal vision to  rneet objectives (McGill lnstitute for Leaming in 

Retirement Council Minutes of February 24, 1995). 

Organizations, like people, need a rest from self-examination 

and after two years McGill ILR volunteers spontaneouçly detennined 

they had had enough. Little interest was shown when the Speciai 

Events Cornmittee sent out an announcement for a one-&y retreat to 

brainstorrn issues and develop the ideas that -had arisen during the 

project. The retreat was postponed for a year and the cycle of 

change that began with the conception of the evaluation project in 

October 1993 was cfosed in June 1996. 



Chapter Five 

Concluding Discussion 

5.1 In t roduct ion 

- 
This thesis responded t o  shortcomings unearthed in the 

literature and the research on volunteer organizations. This study 

offen a timely and much-needed approach toward a richer praxis of 

studying change in volunteer-run organizations. Chapter Five 

presents the conclusions of my study and a surnmary of the 

characteristics of  an lnsti tute for Learning in Retirement that 

support or hinder change and explores some avenues for future 

study. 

5.2 Studv Conclusions 

An important conclusion of this study is that change is not 

threatening to  volunteers when their experience and skills are 

utilized appropriately and when their skills are perceived t o  

improve the organizational culture. A second conclusion is that a 

change event, such as the evaluation project, is enhanced when there 

is a spirit of dialogue that encourages volunteers t o  speak out about 

their organization. Both conclusions support the idea that the 

characteristics of an ILR help volunteers to  absorb change. 

As they went through the evaluation process McGill ILR 



volunteers taught themselves how t o  absorb change effectively. 

Most of all, the evaluation process created a framework t o  

implement necessary changes. Table 1 1 summarizes how volunteers 

responded to change and how McGill ILR managed change in a spirit 

of dialogue. 

5.2.1 Volunteerisrn and Volunteer Orqanizations 

My overall observation was that the peer culture of an ILR 

attracted seniors who are self-directed learners who in turn 

provide the organization with a reserve of volunteers to  adrninister 

the program. The context and politics of an ILR also support 

volunteers' healthy response to  change: (a) a congenial peer learning 

environment; (b) opportunities t o  employ seniors' skills and 

experiences and to  learn new skills; (c) a flexible systern of self- 

governance and (d) the professionai collaboration with the host 

university. These characteristics had sustained McGill ILR since it 

was founded and had helped members t o  overcome the complexities 

and paradoxes inherent in running a volunteer organization that 

hindered their ability ta absorb change, such as: short-term 

leadership, lack of continuity, a part-time leisure attitude t o  work 

and Iimited training (shown in Table 1 2). 



RQl : How do volunteers Volunteers responded to the need for change in 
respond to an apparent several ways: 
need for change? (a) s champions of changeœ were chdenged and 

Wated an evaiuation project to gcrther information. 
then acted accordingly- 
(b) 'Participants of changeœ interested in improving 
the quality of orgcmizationd He became involved. 
(c) 'Opponents of changeœ preferred to ernbrace the 
the status quo and remained in opposition to some 
initiatives of the 'champions.' 
(ci) 'Unmare of changeœ did not pCnticipCrte. 

RQ2: How does a volunteer-led (a) A volunteer-led organization prefers not to 
organizcrtion manage change? 'manage' but to consolidate change mto its 

organizcrüoncz.1 M e .  
(b) The selfevaluation project provided the 
rnechanism to let volunteers discover how history, 
culture and values cmd politics influence change. 
(c) internai politicç: Organïzdion stimulates rather than 
explorts volunteer resources; sax res  special project 
funding rather than euin financial re50urces. 
(d) Memai politics Volunteers consuit professionais 
and advisars and coiiaborcrte on methais to gather 
and maip informuüon. 

RQ3: Iç the spirit of dialogue The spirit of didogue was present when: 
present m the change proces? (a) the crtmosphere was conducive to open discussion 

and IistenÎng; e.g., cornmittee meetings, focus groups, 
inteNietm. corzsultations and rebats; 
Cb) firidings and recommendcrtions for change were 
communiccfted throughout the organization and to 
other seniors organizcrtions. 
The spirit of dialogue was ahsent when: 
(CL) personai authority appeared to br threatened; 
(b) volunteers kept silent or did not care to pcrrticipcae. 



Table 12 

(CO Culture: 

F k e r  leamhg 

in retirement 

Vcnietyofddk M-tinae leisure attitude 

and work experience Split tasks 1 >ieceworkœ 
Personcd emkhment I?axco~nmuni&n 
Sense of cornmitment Bumout - decxecrsed motivation 

m=PO=jbillty Lack of r ecqn i tbn  

(c) Infernal Govemanœ: Selfgovemance Time & effort involveci 
Councii & cornrnfttees Member-run & rnember-Ied Limfted training of recnùtç 

Shared r ~ ~ ~ ~ n s i b i ü ü e s  and No wniinuous vision 
workload Short-terni fickle leaderstilp 

Autonomous Ieadexs Time for communal dechion- 
Consensus building making process 

(d) Extemd Govemance: Sponço~~hip&xzrinership Acmuntability 
Host University Qu- m a t e n a n c e  Qucrlay control 

Professionaï guidance BureailaCrtic procedues 
Bcrck-up s t d  Dependence on staff 

t0 SM- cOst of SM- 



The analysis of ILR characteristics leads t o  a better 

understanding of volunteer leadership. 

- 
Leadership 

leaders changed 

Volunteer leaders hi^ 

was erratic in this volunteer organization because 

annually and the volunteers did not have adequate 

tirne or resources t o  develop and impiement their plans of action. 

Fortunately, McGill ILR attracted a high quality of  core volunteers 

with management experience and the Centre staf f  provided 

continuity. Generally whoever volunteered, served. On the other 

hand, 'You called me!" was a cornmon remark made by key 

informants. This word of mouth process by which the Nominating 

Cornmittee solicited candidates was successful in convincing 

retired executives and professimals to  volunteer. Nevertheless no 

one had ever administered an ILR so that in spite of their diverse 

management and academic backgrounds, volunteers experienced 

significant periods of confusion and adjustrnent when coming into 

office. 

The self-directed learners who provide a vital reserve of  

volunteers for lLRs are replenished as long as they believe in the 

values of the organization and want it t o  continue. At  McGill ILR 

volunteers' personal satisfaction came from sharing leadership with 

other memben. A founding rnember said: 

3 s  the rnostpleasant type of wark 9've everdone in terms of 

collaboration and cmperation and seei~g the immediate outcome 

oJwhat you do.' 



Volunteering in retirement meant leaders were generally over 

65 years of age when they joined the organization and everyone was 

aware that aging affected memory, mobility and energy levels 

(Neugarten, 1975). Many spoke to me about persona1 and health 

concerns which affected their attendance and performance. Leaders 

worried that an absence or illness could threaten the organization's 

effectiveness. especially since knowledge of procedures did not 

circulate and there were no backups. Some feit  insecure about 

jurisdictions or doing their job properly and hence were unwilling t o  

take initiative. 

In spite of the pitfalls of part-tirne volunteer leadership, the 

organization rnaintained a certain behavioural continuity, however 

unintentional, by selecting experienced moderators for leadership 

roles. Names of 'starn moderators often came up in discussions as 

people who could lead a study group; the belief being that sorneone 

who could lead a study group would be suitable on cammittee. One 

moderator expressed the qualities of a prospective ILR leader: 

T h e  abilitg to initiate dIj~~(ssion, to /&en when somebody wants to 

sag something, to wuk the t ightrop, to be prepared to impart the 

knowledge that you had to gain to be a moderator. and at the same 

time be really able to motivate people to participate.- 

Practitioners of process-oriented psychology who study group 

interaction also o b s e ~ e d  that leadership is a shared project in 

which the leader performs: 

"... a role that no single individual sshould ever expect to fill sufficiently. 

leadership is a group project and al1 of us are necessary to fil/ it.- 

(Mindel1 ,7 993, p. 61) 



Shared leadership is not a term in usage a t  McGill ILR though it 

is appropriate t o  explain how the organization functions. Key 

informants on the whole attributed the successful growth of McGill 

ILR to  the skiils and dedication of predecessors- not to the ILR 

structure. It is normal for volunteers t o  pay tribute t o  their 

predecessors; that is, 

--.the devotion of people who h m  reolved problems very well. 

Y t s  the people, nnot the system-. gts  nota matter of good fortufle: 

9 s  the people who originalfy did the planning. who intuitiwg did 

what you [Planning Cornmittee] are tnjing to do systemat;cally now.* 

The new-found general awareness that the lnstitute relied 

heavily upon core volunteers and that their energies were limited 

became a key issue during the evaluation. Because councillors did 

not delegate and preferred t o  do the task themselves, a few had 

established a 'privilege o f  placew that inhibited incoming 

volunteers and counteracted the peer atmosphere. The stipulation in 

the By-laws that 'No member will serve on more than two 

cornmittees a t  the same time and no member may serve on the çame 

cornmittee for more than six yearsn was overlooked. The paradox 

was recognized that the Institute needed experienced volunteers to 

maintain operations and it needed new volunteers t o  infuse vital 

energy. 

Core voiunteers found that the evaluation project kept them 

busier after retirement than before. Their presence made some 

people fear the lnstitute would becorne dominated by "people who 

hang on" and that this would curtail the flow of other cornpetent or 

interested people. lndividuals who were parachuted into leadership 



positions expressed discornfort about learning on the job without 

adequate preparation; a past president said it took: 

-... a good six months or more. just to get the @el of h o w ~ ~ o p e r c r t e ~ ~ .  

the cornmittes and how they @fiction and interrelate wia? one another. .. 

The key problern of how t o  introduce new recruits effectively 

into administration so that their skills c m  be well utilized was not 

addressed satisfactorily dunng the evaluation. Leaders knew MILR 

would have to  develop better ways to  resolve this problem in the 

future: 

-..potenttài members come in and suÂy for awhile and they are very 

tnlented and have a lot to covztribute and somehow we don't enOce 

them orapproach them to 0-y to get them invofved' 

Replacing volunteers who are not contributing to the growth 

and advancement of the McGill ILR remains a sensitive issue; 

leaders were unwilling to  ask other volunteers to train successors. 

êhanqe. Learnina and Dialoaue 

Through this study, I discovered that action research methods 

enable volunteers t o  teach thernselves organizational survival 

skills. Participation in the  self-evaluation project taught 

volunteers ILR management skills such as: critical inquiry, 

consensus building, dialogue and shared leadership. The project also 

offered members the opportunity to  learn more about their own 

capabilities. 



It is foolhardy t o  Say that change proceeded according to plan 

at McGiII ILR- process is never neat and tidy. If the project had 

become prescriptive or insensitive t o  volunteers, it would have 

failed to bring about the substantial improvements that it did. 

McGill ILR took a risk introducing a change event, but  it 

learned new ways to involve peers in decision-making activities. In 

the literature on organizational learning, theoreticians warn that 

planning groups often get stuck when they present their conclusions 

to  othen who have not shared the same joumey (Watkins & Marsick, 

1993). Predictably, some councillors did not see the Planning 

Cornmittee's f indings quite so clearly nor judge thei r  

recommendations quite so cornpelling, y e t  the majority of  

recomrnendations were accepted and implemented-- some 

immediately and others incrementally over the following year. The 

situation that appeared t o  be unsolvable- the recornmendation to  

evaluate study groups- was resolved during a consultation 

workshop with moderators where I served as scribe. 

One reason the recommendations were irnplemented so easily 

was due t o  the careful wording which respected organizational 

values and beliefs. The formation of a new Long Range Planning 

Cornmittee was announced with a new chair and eight original 

members of the SIP Cornmittee (McGiII lnstitute for Learning in 

Retirement Council Minutes of June 28, 1 995). The new cornmittee's 

future role was discossed and refocused in a subsequent meeting-- 

Council decided it would be responsible for developing contingency 

plans i f  the need ever arose (McGill lnstitute for Learning in 



Retirement Council Minutes of February 29, 1996). 

The difficulty for ILRs with part-time volunteers is that 

organizational learning is fragrnented and incomplete. Kim (1993) 

suggests tha t  workers 'codifyn their individual learning 

experiences and reactions to situations to  avoid reactive situations 

in the future. This was done in a fashion a t  MlLR when Planning 

Cornmittee members transferred their insights, or 'mental modelsw, 

into the guidebook for self-assessrnent and presented it to 

international seniors organizations a t  the Maintaining Momentum 

Conference. The act of documenting the process consolidated 

individual learning and contributed t o  overall organizational 

learning: 

-As mental mgdels are made euplcit and actively shared, the buse of 
shared meanhg in an organization eupands. and the organization3 
capacrty for effective coordihted action i~creases.~(Kirn, 1993. p.48) 

For Kim language and words are inadequate t o  describe 

dynamic phenomena. In cornparison, lsaacs (1 993) believes that a 

dialogue mode1 best expresses the truth and resolves conflict. The 

reasons for committing t o  a dialogue process Vary but it does 

change and irnprove relationships: 

Tt is our being toge the; in relationships and in working seriously togeMer 

a t  seeing what is preventing 'pee flow of rneaning'between us, that those 

relatibnships can change. not in time but nt the tirne.- (S. @ohm, 1994, p l )  

Though lines of communication were weak between 

cornmittees as well as between Council and the general membership, 

the evaluation process created dialogues which produced ripple 



effects throughout the organization. Dialogue is not a conventional 

intervention; it doeç not isolate a problem then attempt to  fix it. 

The dialogue method makes peopie aware of their penonal points of 

view and as they suspend their fixed assumptions they gradually 

learn new modes o f  collective thinking. I observed volunteers 

learning to let go of chenshed points of view and the outcome was 

improved communication within and among groups. 

In an article on dialogue, collective thinking and organizational 

learning, lsaacs (1 993) describes a dialogue strategy developed 

from David Bohm. In brief, Bohm compared dialogue t o  the 

environment of superconductivity where electrons are cooled. In 

these cool environrnents, electrons act like a coherent whole 

flowing around obstacles without colliding, creating very high 

energy. As the temperature riseç, the electrons scatter into 

separate parts, losing momentum. Using this analogy, Isaacs 

compares dialogue to  the development of 'cool inquiry" into the 

processes, assumptions and certainties that compose everyday 

experience. 

Isaacs' (1 993) conceptual framework resembles McGill ILR's 

evaluation process as it went through stages of instability and 

inquiry t o  produce creativity. Groups often worked at one level of 

discourse and returned to an earlier level. Different stages occurred 

simuitaneously, such as, instability which resurfaced whenever 

study group evaluations came up for discussion. lsaacs explains the 

stages as: 



(i) In sta b i  li tv: individuals examine their predispositions 

toward the organization's beliefs and values; 

(ii) Inauirr: individuals learn tu pay attention to what 

others are saying; 

(iii) Creativitr. a free flow of meaning develops among 

individuals. - 
The outcome is a 'metalogue" which pemits organizations t o  make 

collective decisions that benefit the whole enterprise. 

lsaacs ernphasizes that an organization's procedures must 

facilitate communication of what has been learned. MILR's 

procedure was t o  distribute the thirty recommendations for change 

to  Council and assign responsibility for implementation t o  the 

appropriate cornmittee chair (McGill Institute for Learning in 

Retirement Council Minutes of June 28, 1995). As volunteers 

Iistened to how others formed opinions, they were able t o  formulate 

collective decisions. 

For the purpose of correlation, I simplified McGiil ILR's 

evaluation process into three stages and compared them t o  Dawson's 

(1 994) processual approach and lsaacs (1 993) schema for the 

evolution of dialogue (shown in Table 13). The analysis o f  the data 

frorn the evaluation illustrated that change and dialogue are similar 

dynamic processes. To reiterate, a process was initiated when 

volunteers became aware o f  a need for change or for dialogue; 

afterward they engaged in decision-making activities and this 

transition phase stayed in effect until new organizational systems 

became operational. 



Tobie 13 

New oqa&&mal 
operations 

In conclusion, McGill ILR's change process resembled the 

dialogue process and conversely change generated greater dialogue 

activity. The initiation of a change project increased volunteers' 

critical skills to question organizational assurnptions and patterns 

of interaction. These skills would be valuable for developing long- 

range plans to ensure sustainability. In short, the SIP Evaluation 

Project furnished volunteers with concrete survival tools for the 

future. 



5.3 Ref lec t ions  

One important aspect of this study was t o  provide McGill ILR 

volunteen with concrete ideas on how to  continue a change process 

that would be fnritful. Leaders knew more could be done to improve 

the running of the Institute; however, they did not wish to  alienate 

volunteers who considered the evaluation project closed. With this 

in mind, I developed sorne guidelines for further dialogue 

encounters: 

ûeveio~ awareness. Develop volunteers' sense of awareness of 

the organization by planning follow-up consultations and 
information sessions t o  review and update the issues stemming 

from the evaluation project. 

Cultivate balance. Ensure that leaders' visions are in balance 

with the organization's culture and communal values by scheduling 

regular strategy meetings. 
Practice ~at ience.  Do not rush volunteers- allow for delays 

as individuals become familiar with new procedures; extra patience 

is required during each transition period. 
Accept limitations. Accept the fact  tha t  volunteers' 

motivation has limits; provide job descriptions and offer training 

sessions to  teach requisite skills and provide feedback at regular 

intervais as reinforcement. 

McGill ILR volunteers are d ist inct  from institutional 

volunteers as they work for themseives. Hence an ILR resembles a 

private club or a self-selecting community designed especially for 



seniors who want t o  share intellectual and social interests (Sack, 

1995). Membership is a form of ownership and this distinguishes 

lLRs from the volunteer organizatiom I have known. 

For thiç reason, complementary activities t o  the study group 

program would generate greater volunteer involvement and hence 

greater cornmitment t o  MILR's future. The implernentation of the 

following suggestions by members (unpublished comments from the 

survey) wowld involve more volunteers in new operations and 

provide opportunities for them t o  exercise their intellectual 

curiosity and creativity: (a) greater involvement in campus 

activities; (6) computer workshops and laboratories; (c) more 

interaction with McGill acadernic staff and (d) exchanges with other 

local and international seniors organizations which share similar 

interests. In addition, I prepared four recommendations t o  improve 

organizational life with practicai ways to implernent them as action 

research projects (Appendix F). 

McGill ILR's evaluation project gave me a form around which 

t o  shape my ideas about organizations and change. The study proved 

gratifying to  explore the dialogue method in a field outside of the 

arts. Interestingly, the conclusions of the Planning Cornmittee were 

simiiar t o  mine because we had travelled the same road. I learned 

that detachment and reflective praxis were critical skills and I 

learned patience. It was also satisSing that my close involvement 

gave me a certain authority among volunteers so that I was able to 

make positive contributions. Our discussions continue about how to 

sustain the momenturn generated during the self-assessment. 



The sense of community and the friendly atmosphere seem 

unperturbable and this is distinctive about McGill ILR. The ancient 

Chinese Book of Chanoes says a community flourishes when there 

are opportunities for its rnernbers to be usefully employed and when 

leaders can express initiative t o  employ their skills and develop 

new ones. In this way everyone makes a contribution t o  the 

comrnunity and harmony exists. This happens because each rnernber 

works for the whole and if leaders take an interest in furthering 

continuity, the comrnunity can make great achievernents (Wing, 

1979). 

Volunteer-led organizations need visionary leadership t o  

survive Our individual-centered competitive cu!ture and prornoting 

collective views and cooperation are essential t o  any community's 

survival. Individualç need new images, such as artists, hikers and 

homemakers (Apps, 1994) t o  help them learn more about who they 

are as leaders. Intuitive leaders who can balance personal vision 

with communal values are better equipped to  help volunteer 

organizations survive, yet these powers o f  intuition are not well 

understood: 

ule ail know that leaders should help people see the big picture. 

But the a c t t  ski& whereby leaders are supposed to uchieve this 
are not weli ~1nderstmd-.. suc~ess~ l  leaders ... f ~ u s  16s on 

day-to-day events and more on urzdedyimj trends and forces of change. 

But the y do Mis almost completely intzfitvelly.@ (Senge. 1990, p. 15) 

My conviction a t  the close of this study was that the more 

volunteers participated in the changes their organization was going 

through, the better they would be able t o  contribute t o  i ts 



leadership. 

An organization whose culture is based on human values has 

the ability t o  see and work with the flow of life (Kofman & Senge, 

1993). The challenge for volunteer-led organizations is t o  rnaintain 

these values in practice. McGill ILR is the vanguard of the learning 

in retirernent movement and it is timely that its leaders reach out 

t o  advise similar 'groups of older adults. By the year 2000 in Canada, 

older adults will account for 12 per cent of the population and their 

higher educational level translates into even greater numbers 

enrolling in adult education activities (Beatty & Wolf, 1996). If the 

number of individuals taking early retirement grows substantially, 

lLRs will no doubt witness immense changes as those born after 

World War II reach their third age. 

5.4 Future Studies 

The vast majority (from 80 to  90 per cent) of North Arnerica's 

population over 65 years o f  age are reported t o  be well and 

independent and psychologists now know that the attitude toward 

aging has changed from one of decline into one of integration (Butt 

& Beiser, 1987). Colleges and universities interested in addressing 

the needs of our aging population may look to  ILRs as a mode1 to 

provide mutually beneficiai educational services (Linnehan, 1997). A 

crucial question that will affect the relationship between the 

sponsoring host institution and the ILR is whether the Institute can 

provide adequate volunteer resources to  manage its own growth. 



Future studies on volunteer organizations must address how growth 

impacts volunteer competency to  manage expanded organizational 

complexity. 

A specific challenge for an ILR is t o  maintain the ioyalty of its 

volunteer-members who are at present predominantly female. 

Certainly, women volunteers have sustained McGill ILR. There is a 

body of gender-specific literature and research about women in 

leadership tha t  suggests women have different ways of  

comrnunicating; that is, they tend to be more personal and differ in 

their reactions to conflict and their uses of power (Rose, 1992). 

Certainly women in educational institutions have experienced being 

judged differently from their male colleagues (Shakeschaft, 1987; 

O'Keefe, 1991). 

Women have different learning nee& from men and the power 

relationships that are always present clearly affect learning (de 

Jong, 1983; Rice, 1986; Rosenthal, 1990; Chen6 & Fleury, 1992; 

Harold, 1992; Tisdell, 1993). The Iiterature also suggests the 

underutilizatioo of  the productive potential of women volunteers 

(Rubin, 1982; Stevens, 1993; Stringer, 1 993). If ILRs are to  continue 

t o  fIourish, future studies must f i n t  distinguish and then elaborate 

upon the ideas, experiences and values of women volunteers to  

assist them as they assume leadership roles. 



5.5 Conclusion 

Volunteer organizations are essentiai within communities to 

promote society's well-being and McGiII ILR provides a mode1 for 

other volunteer organizations in its approach to change. In addition 

to designing innovative study group activities, McGiII ILR has 

recognized the importance for aduits in the third stage of life to  

take responsibility for administering and irnproving their own 

continuing education program. Certainly a t  McGill lnstitute for 

Learning in Retirement, sharing leadership experiences and 

acquiring new skills has enhanced volunteers' self-awareness and 

joy of learning. 



appendir A 

Protocol : Iloderator ?ocun Groupa 

1. What is the ro le  of the d e r a t o r  in encouraging peer learning? 
Probes : ( a )  What kinds of peer-learning techniques have you used 

i n  your study groups? 
(b) Does s tyle  depend on t h e  aubject matter, t h e  moderator, 

- o r  both? 
(c) If you do not use peer-learning techniques, what 

alternative methcxïs do you use? 

2 .  What is t h e  role of t h e  moderator in facilitating participation of 
group members? 
Probes : (a) W h a t  types of participation have you experienced in 

your groups? Eow did they enbance or  de t rac t  from 
learning? 

(b)  mat is the level (quantity and quality) of 
participation i n  your group? 

(c) H w  does the level of participation change over the 
course of a nine-week semester? 

(a) H o w  do you m;irimize participation? 
(e) What do yon consider t o  be t h e  optimum group size3 Does 

this differ according t o  t h e  subject matter? 

3. Does M I L R  provide quality learning opportunities f o r  seniors? 
Probes : (a) Which factors contribute to  or  detract  front the quaiity 

of the XILR program? 
(b) Does the program provide a university-level education? 

4. What are the benefits and costs of being a moderator? 
Probes : (a) Kas being a moderator M n  a satisfactory experience? 

If so, wby? If  not, why nOt? 

5. What do moderators need in order to  ensure the  quality of study 
groups ? 
Probes : (a) What kind of skills does a moderator need? 

(b )  m a t  experiences did you draw on in order to be a 
nioderator? 

(c) How bas your style of d e r a t i n g  evolved? 
(d) Should there be training for moderators? 
(e) How should WILR go about attracting new moderators? 



Appendi r B 

P r o t o c o l  : Xnterviews with Key Inforrants 

Introduction: Funds have been awarded t o  UïLR from Health and W e l f i r e  
Canada's Seniors Independence Program f o r  a long range planning 
projec t ,  The goals o f  the project are to develop evaluation mechanisms 
t o  ensure the s e l f  sustainability of HILR and t o  share these mechàriisms 
wi th  other seniors  programs in a planning guide. The Planning Committee 
was establ ished to oversee t h e  process- I n  t h i s  i n t e r v i e w ,  ue are 
seeking your vie- on manag-nt issues in general and in your area of 
respons ib i l i ty ,  Al1 answers you give w i l l  be kept confidential ,  

1- Considering HILR in general  and your pos i t ion  in part icular ,  vhat do 
you think about the way it functions? 
Probes : mat has your experience been with: 

(a) the so lu t ion  of problems as they arise? 
(b)  the coordination of and between c o d t t e e s ?  
( c )  communication w i t h i n  and with t h e  outside? 
(d) t h e  maintenance of morale? 
(e) the success of  a t t r a c t i n g  mmbers and moderators? 

2,In your opinion, what are t h e  r e spons ib i l i t i e s  of membersh ip  in Pl-? 
3. How e f f e c t i v e l y  does M m  make Its members understand these 
r e spons ib i l i t i e s  towards the organization? 
Probes : mat is the success o r  f a i l u r e  in t h i s  area: 

(a) f o r  MïLR in general? 
( b )  fox your area of respons ib i l i ty?  

4.  f n your opinion, axe members recruited and atilized ef fectively f o r  
t h e  work of ruming MfLR? 
Probes : (a) for MILR in general? 

( )  f o r  your area of respons ib i l i ty?  
5. Thinking s p e c i f i c a l l y  about moderators, what do you thi.nk about the 
present method of recrui tment  and training? 
6- Khat bas been your experience regarding the provision of f a c i l i t i e s  
f o r  your KILR t a sks?  
Probes : (a) equipment (b)  space (c) personnel 

(d) funds (e) etc- 
7. What University resources do you use i n  your ro le?  
8. I n  your opinion, what are t h e  cos ts  and benef i t s  of membership i n  
K m ?  
Probe : As a conmittee chair /of  fice-holder, what are t h e  cos t s  and 

benef i t s  of  membership? 
9. What a t t r a c t e d  you ko your position? 
Probes : (a) The aspects  or nature of t h e  posi t ion? 

(b )  Pour background (work o r  t r a i n i n g  experience, 
i n c l i n a t i o n ,  etc .  ) ? 

10 What did you like about your position? What did you find dif f icult? 
11. I n  conclusion, do you have any other comments about the management 
or about any o the r  aspect of MU;R? 

May 16th 1 9 9 4  
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Appendix E 
A Coiparison o f  Dialogue and ï ~ b a t e  

Dialogue is collabotative: tw, or  more sides mrk together toward 
commoa understanding. 

mbate is oppusitional: tw s i d e s  oppose eacà other and atteaipt to  
prove each other vrong. 

I n  dialogue, f inding CO-n ground is  t h e  goal. 
I n  debate, winning is the goal .  

In  dialogue, one listeas to the o the r  side(s) i n  order t o  understand, 
f ind meaning and f a d  agreement. 

In debate, one f i s t e n s  t o  the  other side in order  t o  fuid flaws 
and t o  counter  i t s  arguments. 

Dialogue enlarges and possibly changes a participant's point of vie#- 
Debate affirms a p a r t i c i p a n t ' s  own point of v iew.  

Dialogue reveals assumptions f o r  reevaluat ion . 
Debate defends assumptions a s  t m t h .  

Dialogue causes introspection on one 's own pos i t ion-  
Oebate causes  critique of the  o t h e r  pos i t ion .  

Dialogue opens t h e  p o s s i b i l i t y  t o  reaching a b e t t e r  so lu t ion  than any 
of t h e  original so lu t ions .  

Debate defends one's  own p o s i t i o n s  a s  the  best s o l u t i o n  and 
excludes other solutions. 

Dialogue creates an open-mindeci a t t i t ude :  an openness t o  king wrong 
and an openness t o  change. 

Debaée creates a closed-minded a t t i t u d e ,  a determination to be 
r i g h t  . 

I n  dialogue, one submits one 's  best thinking, knowing that other 
peoples' r e f l e c t i o n s  will help improve it r a t h e r  than destroy it. 

I n  debate ,  one submit 's one's best t h i n k i n g  and defeads  it 
against  cha l lenge  to  show that it i s  r i g h t .  

Dialogue calls for temporarfiy suspending oners beliefs. 
Debate c a l l s  for investing wholeheartedly in one's beliefs.  

In dialogue, one searches  for basic agreements. 
I n  debate ,  one searches f o r  glaring d i f f e r e n c e s .  

I n  dialogue, one searches f o r  s t rengths in t h e  o the r  posit ions.  
In debate ,  one searches  for flaws and weaknesses in the other 
posi t ion,  

Dialogue involves a real concern for the o t h e r  person and seeks to not  
a l i ena te  or offend. 

Debate involves a countering of t h e  other position without 
focusing on feelings or re la t ions i t ips  and o f t e n  belittles or 
deprecates the o t h e r  person. 

Dialogue assumes t h a t  many people have pieces of t h e  answer and that 
together they can put  them i a t o  a workable solution. 

Debate assumes that there is a right answer and t h a t  someone has 
it, 

Dialogue remains open-ended. 
Debate i m p l i e s  a conclusion. 

Source: Study C i r c l e s  Resource Center (1993), A Guide to Trainina Studv 
C i r c l e  Leaders, Pomfret, CT. 



Appendix P 
Four Recommendations for the  Future 

Recommendation 1: Provide support for moderators with: (a) 

workshops in group dynamics and peer group leadership led by 
accomplished moderators; (b) nominate a member to represent 
moderators on the Curriculum Committee and serve as t h e i s  - 

spokesperson. 

Recommendation 2: The retreat held in May 1997 (Maintainhg 
Momentum II McGill ILR: Now and in the Future) should be held 

biannually to give members the opportunity to voice their 
ideas on discussion themes. Facilitators and scribes should 

be given instruction on how to conduct a dialogue in small 
groups. ~ranscribe and analyze t h e  information then 

distribute it throughout the organization and assist 

volunteers to integraée the recommendations into their areas 

of responsibility. Appropriate action should be taken so that 

information is properly used and not wasted (Sell, 1989). 

Recommendation 3: Orientation or welcoming sessions for new 
councillors and m e m b e r s  could be integrated with mock study 
groups and Council sessions to give volunteers hands-on 

experience. Job descriptions should be available for open 

consultation to encourage volunteers to come forward. 

Recommendation 4: To avoid McGill ILRrs rnarginalization from 
the host university , volunteers should be encouraged to 

discover ways to contribute t h e i r  variety of talents and 

experiences to McGillfs institutional life. The liaison's 

role can be to serve as a resource and advisory person in the 
accomplishment of ideas, such as: (a) creating an 
intergenerational mentoring program for Continuing 

Educationvs foreign language students and (b) developing an 
award for a graduating student in the new Diploma in 
Gerontology Program . 



Appendix G 

C o n s e n t  Form 

1, the undersigned, have read and discussed Carolynn Rafman's M .A. 
thesis proposal with her. 1 give my permission and consent tu 
participote in her case study on peer Learning und peer management 
for research purposes. It is understood that the process o f  data 
collection will be set up and achinistered by the M I L R  Planning 
C m i  t tee  . 
It is my understanding that  the i n f o m t i o n  s h d l  be held in 
strict confidence and discussed w i t h  me before publication o f  
thesis. 

Signature 

N m :  

Address : 

Signature: 
For the McGill Institute f o r  Learning i n  Retirement Planning 
Comni t tee 

t h e  

ûate : 
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